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Abstract 

 

This dissertation describes the research dealing with the development of working scenarios 

and strategies for self-organizing assembly systems. The thesis consists of theoretical and 

practical parts. Theoretical part analyses the meaning of assembly process in modern 

production and shows the development line of modern assembly systems.  

Practical part includes three fields of investigation. The first field of investigation is the 

implementation of self-organizing Bionic Assembly System (BAS) for assembly of the product 

with the complexity level of electrical motors (0,5 - 1 kW). The existing assembly solution for 

same motors is realized as Flexible Assembly System (FAS). The FAS is used for comparisons, 

analysis and references during the development and verification of a new system. The 

research is focused on the layout reconfiguration, control structure adjustments and the 

development of new algorithm for assembly sequence planning.  

The adjustment of control structure includes the second field of investigation: integration of 

cloud communication into control system of BAS. 

The third field of investigation is the comparison of FAS and BAS performances. This includes 

BAS behavior simulation and comparison with FAS.  

The result of the investigation confirms the suitability of proposed BAS concept for assembly 

of multiple families of the products with the complexity of electrical motors.  

The cloud concept has been implemented as informational interface between sub-ordinated 

and self-organizing subsystems of BAS control structure. This gives the possibility to organize 

direct and simple horizontal communication on BAS shop-floor and vertical communication 

between the subsystems. 

The mobile robot algorithm for the selection of the most suitable assembly operation-station 

combination, based on the shortest time is developed. The algorithm allows to find out sub-

optimal trajectory for each robot, considering system states and conditions. Simulation 

shows that implementation of this algorithm allows to decrease assembly run time.  

Simulation-based investigation of working scenarios and strategies of developed system 

gives the possibilities to determine the optimal BAS configuration(number and types of 

stations and robots), most suitable working scenario and run mix. It also supports the human 

operators in decision-making process for analysis and improvement of system behavior. 
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"Поехали!"(Let's go!) 
Yuriy Gagarin 

 

 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 

The beginning of 21st century is characterized with a rapid development of science and 

technology. It is possible to see the significant difference in development rate of different 

fields. The ideas, results and concepts from faster and more successfully developed fields 

disseminate to all the others.  

Development of modern industry is very strongly supported by the progress of information 

technology. This developing trend has a target to build a new kind of industry, generally 

known as Industry 4.0. 

This trend also influences further development of production systems. The efficiency of 

these systems depends directly on the machines productivity as well as system control and 

scheduling strategies. The trend is focused on four main improvements: increase of system 

flexibility and system intelligence and implementation of self organization and cloud 

computing. 

Assembly systems are the specific type of production systems. They very strongly depend on 

the assembled product. Therefore it is impossible to design the universal assembly system 

for a wide range of different products. In comparison with other production systems they 

have higher complexity and lower level of automation.  

The research described in this dissertation focuses on the implementation of Industry 4.0 

elements in assembly systems domain. 
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1.1 Objective  

 
The primary scientific aim of this dissertation is the description of the research dealing with 

the development of working scenarios and strategies for self-organizing assembly systems. 

The thesis consists of theoretical and practical parts. Theoretical part analyses the meaning 

of assembly process in modern production and shows the development line of modern 

assembly systems.  

Practical part includes three fields of investigation: 

1. Implementation of self-organizing Bionic Assembly System (BAS) for assembly of the 

products with a complexity level of electrical motor. 

2. Integration of cloud communication into control system of Bionic Assembly System 

3. Comparison and critical analysis of the proposed Bionic Assembly System based 

solution and existing assembly solution realized as Flexible Assembly System (FAS). 

This comparison has to include the layout, control system, mode of assembly, 

workers integration, reconfiguration 

 

1.2 Thesis outline 

 
Chapter 1. This chapter shows introduction, thesis objective and outline. This includes 

dissertation aim, fields of investigation and number of methods to research them. 

Chapter 2 discusses modern trends in product development, the meaning of assembly in 

modern production, the time and money share of assembly in product value. Second part of 

the chapter shows the development line of assembly systems from manual till flexible and 

self-organizing assembly systems. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the Flexible Assembly System for assembly of AC motors. This includes 

the product analysis, description of general FAS characteristics, its components and their 

functions. Second part of this chapter discusses FAS control system and scheduling and its 

working scenarios. Additional topics such material supply, integration in the factory and 

system self-organization are discussed at the last part of the chapter. 

In Chapter 4 is proposed a whole concept of Bionic Assembly System (BAS), its elements, 

layout description, algorithms and working scenarios. Most of the attention given to 

explanation of self-organizing element of a system - a swarm of mobile robots and its 

algorithms. Second part of the chapter includes an explanation of a hybrid control structure 

of the system, scheduling and delivery organization as well as connection with a plant 

control system. 
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Practical part of this dissertation includes analysis of BAS implementation possibility. It is 

proposed to reorganize an electrical motor facility for assembling two families of electrical 

motors. The main goal of this project is apply BAS concept in order to design single system, 

which is able to cover all the abilities of installed FAS. A case decision is organized in 4 steps 

shown in Fig. 1.1. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the description of goals, requirements as well as conditions, limitations 

and restrictions for BAS implementation possibility. The task is to design a BAS-based 

system, which covers the production range of FAS. The next part describes BAS adjustments. 

BAS concept is improved in order to fulfill analyzed conditions, restrictions and limitations. 

This part includes layout and control structure reorganization and adjustments of BAS 

working scenario. 

Chapter 6 represents a new facility layout and its elements for a combined assembly system. 

At this step, a new system, which satisfies all the requirements is created according to a BAS 

concept. Additionally the assembly flow for both products is developed. 

In Chapter 7, the concept of the system is verified. In order to perform the testing in the best 

possible manner, a suitable simulation tool is chosen and all the working scenarios and 

algorithms are translated into a model state charts and functions. For this purpose a special 

simulation tool was created using Anylogic software. The chapter presents modeling 

environment, translation of algorithms to the JAVA programming language, realization of 

working algorithms, reconfiguration abilities and simulation of different working modes of 

the system. Additional model listing is attached to this dissertation as an Appendix A. 

Chapter 8 includes a number of experiments to check working characteristics of the system. 

The system is tested in different working modes, under different conditions. The results are 

discussed and compared with the target goals and characteristics of initial systems. 

The conclusion discusses key outputs of this thesis as well as future research. 
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Fig. 1.1 Practical part flowchart 
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1.3 Glossary of abbreviations 

 
AB Agent-Based 

AC Alternative Current 

BAS Bionic Assembly System 

BD1/2 Balancing Disc Station - 1/2 

C1/C2 Capacitor Assembly Station - 1/2 

DE Discrete Event 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

ES1 1st End shield Assembly Station 

ES2/ES 2nd End-shield / End-shield Assembly Station 

FAC Flexible Assembly Cell 

FAS Flexible Assembly System 

FIX1 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components - 1 

FIX2 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components -2 

FP-AS Fixing plate Assembly Station 

GUM1 Rubber buffers control station 

GUM2 Rubber buffers screw station 

HEAT Heating Station 

IAM Intelligent Advisor Module 

ID Identity Document 

JIT Just-In-Time 

OO Operator Order 

ORO Operator Repair Order 

OSO Operator Setup Order 

PAK Unloading/Packing Station 

POOL-P Pool of Pallets 

POOL-R Pool of Robots 

QC Quality Control Station 

RAO Robot Assembly Order 

REP Repair Station 

Rot Station Rotation 

SAO Station Assembly Order 

SD System Dynamics 

STATOR Stator Assembly Station 

TSO Transport System Order 

V1 Fan Assembly Station 
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Chapter 2 
Assembly process 

 
Technical products are made out of the parts. The number of the parts varies from one to 

millions. Complex products, which are build out of more parts can perform additional 

functions, comparing to the simpler products. One of the trends in modern technology is the 

increase of the number product functions. Therefore number of the parts within the product 

increases and product becomes more complex. 

The production process of one complex product consists of a number of sub-processes, as 

shown in Fig. 2.1.  

 

Fig. 2.1. Production process of complex product (VDI, 1990) 
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 Design. it’s a process of constructing the action plan from the pure idea. Within 

design process all the product parts, features and characteristics must be planned. 

The start of this process is a concept phase, where the product concept is proposed. 

Then is development phase, where product is created according to the concept. After 

that, product is verified and prepared for serial production. 

 Process planning. This process determines, which processes are suitable for the parts 

production and the sequence in which the processes should be performed to 

produce the designed product. 

 Machining. it’s a production process, where machine tools are used for the parts 

production (Groover, 2001). The result of this process is the set of the parts, which 

are ready for assembly. 

 Assembly. Assembly is a process of integration. From one side it brings the parts 

together into one product. From the other side it brings people, departments, 

companies together. Assembly is connected with production at different levels. For 

the business context assembly influences production volume, model mix, product 

variety, customization, etc. (Ulrich & Probst, 1995). At the system level the way of 

assembly influences on assembly sequences, assembly quality, system layout, people 

involvement etc. (Cochran, 2002). At the product level assembly process depends on 

individual part joining, parts quality, part preparations, product complexity etc. 

Assembly it is a process, where the product comes to life (Whitney, 2004). 

 

Each of these sub-processes has the factors, which impact the final product. The main 

factors influencing into the final product are the disturbances, process complexity, level of 

automation and resources consumption.  

 

1. Process disturbances. Disturbances and mistakes accumulate within production 

process, as shown in Fig. 2.1. All the mistakes and disturbances sum up from process 

to process. Therefore, assembly as the last process of production chain has the 

biggest number of mistakes and disturbances.  

2. Process complexity and level of automation. Modern machining systems produce 

the "universal" parts, which are quite independent from the final product (Lazinica & 

Katalinic, 2007). Therefore this process has the highest level of automation and the 

lowest complexity level. Assembly process consists of the range of different parts and 

operations. Therefore assembly is stated as the most complex process with the 

lowest level of automation. 

3. Process time and money consumption. Key values in the resources consumption are 

time and money. Assembly claimed according to the product 15 to 85% of the total 

production time and costs (Lotter & Wiendahl, 2006). In the machines construction 

the assembly time between 20 and 45 %, depending on the complexity of the object. 

In the automotive industry the assembly time is 52-56%. The entertainment 
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electronics and PCs requires 82-85% of time and money resources for assembly 

process. 

According to these factors assembly plays a key role in the production of technical products. 

Improvement of assembly process will lead to reduction of production costs, increase of the 

product quality, overall system productivity etc. 

 

2.1 Assembly systems classification 

 
According to Spath (Spath at al., 2007) there are three main criteria for determining the 

initial assembly system design. They are volume of production, range of products and initial 

investment, as shown in Fig. 2.2. There is an inverse correlation between product range and 

production volume in terms of factory operations.  

 

 
Fig. 2.2. Criteria for assembly system design 
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When product volume is high, range of produced products will be low and vice versa. This 

criteria lead to the classification into three big groups: manual, automatic and hybrid. 

 

 Manual assembly system. Manual assembly gives the highest flexibility with lowest 

initial investments (Lotter, 2006). But the volume of production will be lower because 

of manual assembly operations. A typical example of manual assembly system is a 

job shop. Job shops must are developed to deal with the wide range of parts and 

product variations (Groover, 2007). 

 Automatic assembly system. Automatic assembly gives the highest volumes of 

production, but requires high investments. Additionally the automatic systems are 

inflexible and not robust for the internal or external disturbances. A typical example 

of high-automated system is an assembly line. Assembly line consists of a number of 

stations, which are placed in predefined sequence. The parts flow from the beginning 

till the end of the line to complete the product. 

 Hybrid assembly system. Semi-automatic or hybrid assembly allows to combine 

people and machines in one system. That gives higher flexibility with lower 

investments and middle volume of production. This systems have number of 

examples. One of this examples is Flexible Assembly System (FAS). The main 

difference between FAS and automated assembly line is FAS ability to assemble more 

than one product family within the system. FAS can also deal with changes in product 

mix and production schedule and could be reconfigured in any time.  

 

Each of the strategies could be used for the different assembly cases. The comparison of 

these three examples is shown in Tab. 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Assembly Line vs. Job-Shop 

Criteria Assembly Line Job Shop FAS 

Investments High Low High 

Equipment utilization High Low Medium 

Flexibility Low High Medium 

Transport time High Low Medium 

Destruction point Yes No Yes 

Work-In-Progress Low High Medium 

Workers friendly No Yes No 
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2.2 Developing line of modern assembly systems 

 
Development of technology in XX century changed an original system dramatically. 

Implementation of computer control systems, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, 

as well as lean techniques changed a companies from just mass-production and pushing it to 

a market to a complex systems for producing the variety of products with lower volumes 

(Matt, 2006), (Matt, 2008).  

In early 60th the development of the computers leads to the development of the new 

assembly system class - Computer Integrated Systems(CIM). However, the first CIM were not 

able to assemble the variety of products and integrate the workers. Therefore, the next 

generation was focused on increase of flexibility. This systems were called Flexible Assembly 

Systems (FAS).  

The flexibility can be defined several ways. The main flexibility criteria for assembly systems 

(De Toni & Tonchia, 1998) are:  

 

 Range flexibility. It is a system's ability to operate a different part mix  

 Operational flexibility. It is a system's ability to operate a variety of ways for product 

assembly 

 Volume flexibility. It is a system's ability of run at different production rate. 

 Routing flexibility. It is a system's ability to organize a different routing in case of 

machine failure. 

 

Each assembly system type has its own level of flexibility. Flexibility could be compared for 

different system configurations. The comparison table is shown in the Tab 2.2. 

 

Tab. 2.2. Flexibility criteria applied to the three types of assembly systems  

System  

type 

Range  

flexibility 

Operational 

flexibility 

Volume 

flexibility 

Routing 

Flexibility 

Single station Low Low High No 

FAC Middle Low Middle No 

FAS High Middle Middle Middle 

 

 Single assembly cell / station - single manual or automatic station for a complete 

assembly process. Normally used for a low volume and range assembly. A single 
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assembly cell consists of one assembly station combined with own storage for parts 

and assembly means.  

 Flexible assembly cell (FAC) consists of two or three manual or automatic stations for 

assembly process and loading/unloading station. The stations are connected with 

handling subsystem. The handling subsystem usually includes a limited parts storage 

capacity. 

 Flexible assembly system (FAS). This system has four or more assembly stations 

connected in two levels. Mechanical connection is organized by a handling system 

and electronic connection by a central computer. Another difference is that the FAS 

generally includes non-assembly stations that support the assembly process. These 

other stations include pallets storages, repair stations, measuring and control 

stations and so on. The FAS is overlooked by complex control system, which has 

special diagnostics tools, sensors and other monitoring means. Typical FAS control 

structure is top-down hierarchical structure. A more appropriate term for FAS would 

be flexible automated assembly systems. This type of systems is developed to 

combine the features of manual assembly systems, which are flexible, as well as 

assembly lines, which are automated.  

 

There are limitations to the parts and products range which can be assembled on FAS. The 

FAS as a hybrid system is most effective for the mid-volume production range with the 

average product variations. In other words, an FAS is capable to assemble a single product 

family or a limited range of product families.  

The research of FAS in 1990-2000 showed number of weak points in this technology. The 

main disadvantages according to Whitney and Katalinic, (Whitney, 2004), (Katalinic, 2000): 

 FAS is too complex, which makes it hard to produce and control 

 FAS is effective when applied for assembly with limited aims, complexity and scope 

 Too many tools are needed to make an additional number of operations 

 Problems of scheduling and dispatching tools were not anticipated. The assembly 

lines behavior makes this systems dependant on the tact time and opposes the 

routing flexibility. 

 FAS did not achieve claimed productivity. One of the reasons is routing inflexibility 

and scheduling problems. 

 FAS were too expensive when compared with assembly lines or job-shops for the 

same range of products 

 

Further development of assembly systems was made in the direction reconfigurable 

assembly systems inspired by following ideas:  
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 flexibility (Suarez at al, 1991), (De Toni & Tonchia, 1998) 

 agility (Yusuf et al., 1999) 

 self-organization (Katalinic, 2002).  

 changeability (Wiendahl & Heger, 2003), (Zaeh at al. ,2005),  

 mutability (Spath & Scholz, 2007)  

 evolution and learning (Monostori at al., 2006), (Bi at al, 2008). 

 reconfigurability (Ueda, 2014) 

 

To address these requirements of the assembly domain, new assembly system concept, 

based on self-organization phenomena was proposed by Katalinic. A concept of Bionic 

Assembly System (BAS), as a self-organizing system was developed based on real industrial 

demand to significantly reduce the production costs in mass production (Katalinic, 2002). 

 

2.3 Self-organization in nature and technology 

 

Self-organization – it’s a term, which cannot be explicitly defined. Connected to engineering, 

the definition of self-organization is the ability for the number of working elements to 

behave as a system without any leading element or external control. Examples from biology, 

physics, and economics can prove that such a system can exist. 

The term was introduced in science in 1947 by W. Ross Ashby. Specifically, self-organization 

refers to systems in which the internal dynamics tend to increase order (Ashby, 1962).  

To get the definition of self-organization, the definition of organization must be considered.  

First of all, organization is an "act or process of putting the different parts of something in a 

certain order so that they can be found or used easily". Second – "the way in which the 

different parts of something (such as a company) are arranged" (**, 2014). 

The synonyms of the organization are assembling, construction, coordination, design, 

formation, grouping, harmony, management, methodology, organism, pattern, plan, 

planning, regulation, standard, standardization, structure, structuring, symmetry, system, 

unity, whole (**, 2014). 

Using this definition with prefix self-, we’ll get a general definition of self-organization: the 

way in which the parts are arranged into a system, without any external control. There are a 

lot of definitions in the different spheres of science; main of them will be shown below. 

Another description is given by S. Camazin: “Self-organization is a process whereby pattern 

at the global level of a system emerges solely from interactions among the lower-level 

components of the system. The rules specifying the interactions among the system's 
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components are executed using only local information, without reference to the global 

pattern.” (S. Camazin, J.-L. Deneubourg, 2001). 

In other words, self-organization is the ability of the system to make an order out of chaos 

without any external exposure. 

 

2.3.1 Examples in nature and science 

There is a number of examples of self-organization in different sciences (Haken, 2006), 

(Eigen, 1978)  

 Physics. Self-organization is usually described for instance in laser phenomena: at 

certain wavelengths, bouncing light forms into the structured form of a laser. Or an 

example of ferromagnetic material, which becomes spontaneously magnetic when 

the temperature is below the certain level. 

 Biology. In biological systems self-organization is a process, in which pattern at the 

global level of a system emerges solely from numerous interactions among the 

lower-level components of the system. Moreover, the rules specifying interactions 

among the system's components are executed using only local information, without 

reference to the global pattern (Camazine, 2003). Examples of the self-organization in 

nature can be bird flocking or ants colonies.  

 Economics. In economics self-organization can be seen in the Alan Smith’s law, or the 

theory of invisible hand.  

 Informational Technology. In IT the world-famous program and protocol torrent use 

the principles of the self-organization. BitTorrent speeds up the distribution of large 

files over the net by breaking information down to smaller packets, and splitting up 

the burden of bandwidth among those seeking to download the same file. In 

BitTorrent, unlike other programs complete use of the bandwidth available. DHT 

(Distributed hash table) – protocol, which allows bittorrent clients to find each other 

without using external data or tracker. Clients with DHT organize their own network 

and support each other with the search for the needed information.  

 

2.3.2 Self-organization in assembly domain 

Usage of self-organization phenomena in a field of assembly systems brings a number of 

advantages. It helps to increase system flexibility with increase of a number of working shop 

floor elements. Also it helps to distribute system intelligence to whole system. Therefore the 

control system complexity will decrease. 

The main challenge of self-organizing systems introduction is a conflict between sub-

ordinated control subsystem and self-organizing shop floor. Introduction of new between 

the sub-systems will help to overcome this challenge.  
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Chapter 3 
Flexible Assembly System for AC motors 

 
This chapter describes facility for AC motors assembly, realized as flexible assembly system 

(FAS). FAS is a hybrid system in which most of assembly stations are linked together by a 

material-handling system and the system units behavior is controlled by a central computer. 

A flexible assembly system is designed to assemble products within a defined range of 

products with different sizes, forms and processes (Rosati et al., 2011). 

Analyzed FAS placed in the facility deals with assembling of electrical motors. This is a type 

of electric motor, which runs on alternating current (AC). AC motors are more commonly 

used in industry as well as in home appliances. The assembled motors are used for home 

appliances (e.g. dishwashers or washing machines).  

Complex analysis of FAS includes the product analysis and the description of FAS structure, 

subsystems, components and their functions. 
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3.1 Product Analysis 

 
FAS assembles the AC motors of two families: one-sided and double-sided AC motors. The 

system covers assembly of 340 types of motors within double-sided motor family and 60 

types of one-sided motor family. The type differences could be observed in a parts design, 

size, and presence of additional elements. The most complex assembled motor is shown at 

Fig. 3.1.  

A life time of one motor type is about 2 years. After this period of time the assembly of this 

motor type is reduced or cancelled. The facility is also able to assemble new product types 

within these two motor families. That means that the range of electrical motors is 

permanently changing.  

 

 

a) 
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b) 

Fig. 3.1. Assembled AC motors: a) double-sided AC motor with capacitor and fan; b) one-

sided AC motor with fixing plate 

 

In order to keep the price low, the parts and components of motors, which are bought at 

market, have not 100% guaranteed quality. Acceptable number of defective parts varies in 

the relation 1 bad to 1000 good parts. Some mistakes also occur during the assembly 

process. For this reasons there is always a number of defective motors. The acceptable 

mistake rate for this facility is 2% (Katalinic, 1999). Some of these motors are repaired and 

some of them have to be produced additionally to cover the irreparable ones. 

 

3.1.1 Double-sided AC motor structure 

Structural parts of double-sided motors are shown in a Fig. 3.2. The example shows double-

sided AC motor with capacitor and fan. It consists of 14 basic parts, some of them are pre-

assembled.  
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Fig. 3.2. Structure and parts of AC double-sided motor 
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Table 3.1 contains part names and descriptions. Some parts could have also different names 

in a literature. For proper identification German part names and synonym English names 

from literature are added to a description.  

Part description is based on Glossary of Motor Terms from (AB, 2014) and Electric Motor & 

Machines Terminology from (****, 2014). 

 

Table 3.1. Names and Description of AC double-sided motor parts (AB, 2014) 

N 
Part name 

(English) 

Part Name 

(German) 
Part description 

1 
Mounting 

Bolts 

Befestigun

gsbolzen 

Mounting Bolts are used to keep the motor parts 

together. 

2 
1st End 

Shield 

Lager-

schild 

This part is also called end bell, cover plate, end 

backet etc. The part of the motor housing, which 

supports the bearing and acts as a protective guard 

to the electrical and rotating parts inside the motor. 

At one-side motor, a perforated cover may leave the 

rotor exposed, and only the stator windings are 

protected. 

3 
Brake 

Lining 
Bremsstoff 

Brake linings are used to apply a friction forces 

against the brake cover to stop a motor.  

4 
Leveling 

ring 

Ausgleich-

scheibe 

This part is also called spacer, washer, balancing disc, 

etc. A small flat ring made of metal is used as a 

spacer to align a rotor and stator. 

5 
Ball-

Bearing 
Kugellager 

A "ball" shaped component that is used to reduce 

friction and wear while supporting rotating elements. 

For a motor, this type of bearing provides a relatively 

rigid support for the output shaft. The bearing acts as 

the connection point between the rotating and 

stationary elements of a motor.  

6 Stator Stator 

That part of an induction motor’s magnetic structure, 

which does not rotate. It usually contains the primary 

winding. The stator is made up of laminations with a 

large hole in the center in which the rotor can turn; 

there are slots in the stator in which the windings for 

the coils are inserted.  

7 Safety Sicherheits Safety rings could be used for keeping ball-bearings 
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Ring ring and brake construction together. Normally two rings 

placed on 180 degrees to each other are used. 

8 
Brake 

Cover 
Bremstopf 

Brake is an external device or accessory that brings a 

running motor to a standstill and/or holds a load. Can 

be added to a motor or incorporated. Brake cover 

overlays a breaks and it rubs on a brake linings to 

stop the motor. 

9 Spring Coil Feder 
A spring coil pushes the brake cover to brake linings 

to stop the motor. 

10 Rotor Rotor 

The rotating member of an induction motor with a 

shaft. Current is normally induced in the rotor, which 

reacts with the magnetic field produced by the stator 

to produce torque and rotation. 

11 
Ball-

Bearing 
Kugellager see 5 

12 
2nd End 

Shield 
Lagershild see 2 

13 Capacitor 
Konden-

sator 

It is a device which, when connected in an alternating 

current circuit, causes the current to lead the voltage 

in time phase. The peak of the current wave is 

reached ahead of the voltage wave. This is the result 

of the successive storage and discharge of electric 

energy. Capacitor value and voltage rating are 

essential to the proper motor operation. 

14 Fan Ventilator 

During a normal work, motors generate a heat. The 

fan is the cooling device which is used to prevent the 

motor temperature to rise above a specified value. 

 

3.1.2 One-sided AC motor structure 

Structural parts of one-sided motors are shown in a Fig. 3.3. The example shows double-

sided AC motor. It consists of 8 basic parts, some of them are pre-assembled. Table 3.2 

contains part names and descriptions.  

A main construction difference of two motor families is a number of end-shields. One-side 

motors have one end-shield. Because of this construction there is no need for the balancing 

discs and additional brakes. This motor is fixed vertically. Because of this construction, 

additional side fixing plate is used to fix this motor to the driven equipment. This motor 
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family also doesn't have additional parts, such as fan and capacitor. The rotor includes 

blades on one side and cools motor down by its own rotation.  

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Structure and parts of AC one-sided motor 
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Table 3.2. Names and Description of AC double-sided motor parts (AB, 2014) 

N Part name 

(English) 

Part Name 

(German) 

Part description 

1 Rotor Rotor The rotating member of an induction motor with a 

shaft. Current is normally induced in the rotor, which 

reacts with the magnetic field produced by the stator 

to produce torque and rotation. 

2 End Shield Lager-

schild 

This part is also called end bell, cover plate, end 

backet etc. The part of the motor housing, which 

supports the bearing and acts as a protective guard 

to the electrical and rotating parts inside the motor. 

At one-side motor, a perforated cover may leave the 

rotor exposed, and only the stator windings are 

protected. 

2 Safety 

Ring 

Sicherheits

ring 

Safety rings could be used for keeping ball-bearings 

and brake construction together. Normally two rings 

placed on 180 degrees to each other are used. 

3 Ball-

Bearing 

Kugellager A "ball" shaped component that is used to reduce 

friction and wear while supporting rotating elements. 

For a motor, this type of bearing provides a relatively 

rigid support for the output shaft. The bearing acts as 

the connection point between the rotating and 

stationary elements of a motor.  

4 Stator Stator That part of an induction motor’s magnetic structure, 

which does not rotate. It usually contains the primary 

winding. The stator is made up of laminations with a 

large hole in the center in which the rotor can turn; 

there are slots in the stator in which the windings for 

the coils are inserted.  

6 Mounting 

Bolts 

Befestigun

gsbolzen 

Mounting bolts are used to keep the motor parts 

together. 

7 Rubber 

buffer 

Gummipuff

er 

This element is used for the proper placement of 

fixing plate and overcome the vibrations.  

8 Fixing 

Plate 

Befestigun

gsplatte 

This element is also called mounting plate or surface. 

It is machined to standard dimensions, with holes to 

allow easy, secure side mounting to driven 

equipment.  
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3.1 Structure of FAS 

 
FAS is composed from three main subsystems: core, supplementary and control subsystems 

as shown in Fig. 3.4.  

 

 
Fig. 3.4. FAS subsystems and structure 

 

3.1.1. FAS core subsystem 

 

FAS core subsystem includes two parts for one- and double-sided motors assembly. They are 

realized as separate systems within one core subsystem with shared material supply.  

Material flow. Whole material flow (parts, tools, products) is organized with pallets. There 

are two types of material flow: internal and external. Internal material flow is going between 

the stations on assembly pallet. External flow is organized between core and supplementary 

subsystems to ensure the stations supply with parts and other means. Other function of 

external flow is taking assembled products out of the system. 

Operators. Work of operators is required for the normal FAS functioning. Typical operator 

tasks are: setups, ensuring and supporting material flow, correction of interruptions, 

operating of central FAS computer. 
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Buffers. The core subsystem of FAS includes number of buffers, which are used for 

temporary storage of parts, work-in-progress inventory and other means. 

Assembly of double-sided motors family. A layout of assembly system for double-sided 

motors family is shown in Fig. 3.5. It includes 24 stations including assembly stations, quality 

control stations, packing stations and pallet storage, connected with transport system. A 

system tact time for double-sided assembly is 24 seconds and 9 seconds for quality control. 

Assembly sequence is shown in Table 3.3.  

 

Both families are assembled on FAS according to Just-in-Time principles. It means that the 

exact number of motors must be prepared at fix date and time for delivery to one particular 

customer according to the specification. A size of assembly run depends on a customer 

needs and could vary from fifty to several thousand motors. Maximal production of this 

facility is 4000 motors per daily. System productivity strongly depends on the work of 

operators. Stations setups as well as some assembly operations are done manually. 

Therefore, maximal production could be achieved only with two working shifts per day.  
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Fig. 3.5. Layout of assembly system for AC double-sided motors family (Katalinic, 1999) 
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Table 3.3. Assembly steps for AC double-sided motors family 

N Name of the Station Function Description 

1 Pallet Storage Pallet Loading / Unloading. Pallet is assigned to a 

mobile robot according to the assembly order and 

taken out, when robot order is completed 

2 1st End shield Station The 1st End shield is placed into an empty pallet 

according to a Motor Type 

3 Heating Station Tunnel with a hot air. Pallet with an End Shield comes 

to a tunnel, where it is pre-heated with a temperature 

from 40 to 80C, depending on the motor type. Due to a 

thermal expansion end shield gets an optimal size for 

an assembly 

4 Stator Pre-assembly 

Station 

Stator is manually pre-assembled 

5 Stator Measurement and 

Assembly Station 

Pre-assembled stator is measured by height and put 

into a pre-heated End shield 

6 Balancing Disc Station -1 Depending on a stator size a needed number of 

balancing discs are inserted. On some type of motors 

there is a need only for balancing discs from station 1, 

only station 2 or from both of the stations. 

7 Balancing Disc Station - 2 

8 Rotor Pre-Assembly Station Rotor is pre-assembled. Rotor is assembled with spring, 

disc brake, safety rings (180 degrees to each other, 

mounted together), ball bearings are inserted 

9 Rotor Assembly Station Pre-assembled rotor is put into a End shield with a 

stator and balancing discs 

10 2nd End shield Pre 

Assembly Station 

2nd End shield is pre-heated with hot air 40-80C, 2 

brake lining are pressed into an end shield with a force 

(5-50 kg) depending on a motor type. 

11 2nd End shield Assembly 

Station 

Preheated and pre-assembled 2nd End shield is placed 

to pre-assembled motor 

12 Rotating Station Motor is turned upside down for a screwing procedure 

13 Fixture of Motor and 

Electrical Components -1. 

Bolts are sorted separated from each other. Loctite glue 

is inserted to a thread of a bolt. 
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Preparation of bolts Bolts are inserted to the holes in the end shield 

14 Fixture of Motor and 

Electrical Components - 2 

Motor is fixed, pressed together with a force (50-

1000kg) depending on a motor type and screwed 

15 Condenser Assembly - 1 Assembly of condenser, depending on a motor type - 

parallel stations 
16 Condenser Assembly - 2 

17 Ventilator Assembly Assembly of ventilator, depending on a motor type 

18 Quality Control -1.1 Examination of axial clearance and measurement of 

connection dimensions. These stations work as parallel 

stations 19 Quality Control -1.2 

20 Quality Control - 2.1 Examination of electrical parameters of the motor 

21 Quality Control - 2.2 Examination of electrical parameters of the motor 

22 Quality Control - 3 Grinding brake linings 

23 Unloading/Packaging 

Station 

Completed motor is taken out of a pallet and get 

packed  

24 Repair Line  This line is responsible for motor repairs. If it is not 

possible to repair a motor, it removes motor and 

restart of assembly pallet  

 

Assembly of one-sided motors family. A layout of assembly system for one-sided motors 

family is shown in Fig. 3.6. Because of differences in a motor families construction there are 

differences in assembly process. In a system layout of one-sided motor assembly system 

there are 22 stations including assembly stations, quality control stations, packing stations 

and pallet storage.  

System tact time for assembly is 18 seconds and 9 seconds for quality controls. Assembly 

sequence is shown in Table 3.4.  
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Fig. 3.6. Layout of assembly system for one-sided AC motors family (Katalinic, 1992)
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Table 3.4. Assembly Steps for one-sided AC motors family 

N Name of the Station Function Description 

1 Pallet storage Pallet loading / unloading. Pallet is assigned to a mobile 

robot according to the assembly order and taken out from 

a finished robot 

2 End shield station The end shield is placed into an empty pallet according to 

a motor type 

3 Heating station Tunnel with a hot air. Pallet with an end shield comes to a 

tunnel, where it is pre-heated with a temperature from 40 

to 80c, depending on the motor type. Due to a thermal 

expansion end shield gets an optimal size for an assembly 

4 Ball bearing pressing Ball-bearing is pressed to a preheated stator 

5 Ball bearing safety ring Ball bearings are fixed with a safety ring 

6 Rotor pre-assembly 

station 

Rotor is pre-assembled 

Rotor is assembled with spring, disc brake, safety rings 

(180 degrees to each other, mounted together) 

7 Rotor assembly station Pre-assembled rotor put into a end shield 

8 Rubber buffers screw Bolts are sorted separated from each other. 

Bolts are inserted to the holes in the end shield 

Rubber buffers are screwed with the end shield  

9 Rubber buffers control Rubber buffers are controlled 

10 Heating station Tunnel with a hot air. Pallet with an end shield comes to a 

tunnel, where it is pre-heated with a temperature from 40 

to 80c, depending on the motor type. Due to a thermal 

expansion end shield gets an optimal size for an assembly 

11 Stator pre-assembly 

station 

Stator is manually pre-assembled 

12 Stator measurement 

and assembly station 

Pre-assembled stator is put into a pre-heated end shield 

13 Fixture of motor and 

electrical components -

1. Preparation of bolts 

Bolts are sorted separated from each other. Loctite glue is 

inserted to a thread of a bolt. 

Bolts are inserted to the holes in the end shield 

14 Fixture of motor and 

electrical components - 

2 

Motor is fixed, pressed together with a force (50-1000kg) 

depending on a motor type and screwed 

15 Fixing plate preparation Fixing plate preparation 
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16 Fixing plate assembly Assembly of fixing plate to a motor 

17 Quality control -1.1 Examination of axial clearance and connection dimensions 

18 Quality control -1.2 Examination of axial clearance and connection dimensions 

19 Quality control - 2.1 Examination of electrical parameters of motor 

20 Quality control - 2.2 Examination of electrical parameters of motor 

21 Unloading/packaging 

station 

Controlled motor is taken out of a pallet and get packed  

22 Repair line  Repairing of motors if not possible removing of motor and 

restart of assembly pallet  

 

Analyzed systems have a number of similar stations. Systems analysis shows that there are 

also similarities in the assembly processes for the both families. Technologically it is possible 

to combine both systems into one by adjusting the similar stations and adding missing 

stations for a two family’s assembly.  

 

3.3 FAS control system and scheduling 

 
FAS control structure is shown in Fig. 3.7. The design aim of FAS is minimum amount of lost 

station time (Katalinic, 1992). That means the highest stations utilization within assembly 

run. This aim is realized by fulfilment of three sub-aims: 

 

1. Maximal stations utilization. All the parts, facilities, operators etc. must be present 

when required. 

2. Minimal stations setup time. Assembly sequences must be planned in a way to 

minimize the time needed for setup. 

3. Minimal stations breakdown time. If any station stopped working for any reason, it 

has to be brought back as soon as possible. This has to be organized in a way to keep 

the minimum of idle stations. 

 

FAS Planning. Whole FAS planning is organized in order to maximize system productivity 

during the assembly of one product run. Maximal productivity means to assemble maximal 

number of products during one particular period of time. The planning has to take into 

consideration number of conditions, such as:  
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Fig. 3.7. FAS control structure (Katalinic, 1992) 
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 external priority of FAS orders 

 system bottlenecks 

 limitations in the number of production facilities  

 limited capacity of assembly station, etc.  

 

It is necessary to carry out of all above mentioned activities in as short a time as possible to 

achieve the above-mentioned aim. The work of all core subsystem elements: assembly 

stations, robots and operators has to be synchronized according to FAS working scenario. All 

planned activities of assembly stations, automatic transport system and operators will be 

arranged during this planning process.  

Just-In-Time output. Delivery of assembled products is organized according to Just-in-Time 

principle. The Finished-Product is produced and delivered to one particular customer 

according to his specification of delivery target date (YYYY-MM-DD-HH-MM), type and 

volume.  

Factory Level. The production planning system at factory level is responsible for the highest 

level planning. That means volume of production, mix of the product run and the time 

frame. The time frame could differ from a day to the year, depending on the order size. The 

main task of planning system is to decide what FAS has to produce in next given period of 

time. There are many methods, criteria and solutions for this high-level planning. FAS 

planning is done according to the predetermined aims. This aim could be:  

 maximal profit 

 maximal stations utilization 

 minimal work-in-progress (WIP) 

 a maximal production volume 

When the aims are opposed to each other, the system searches for a compromise solution. 

Pool of FAS orders. This pool acts as an interface between factory planning system and FAS. 

To assemble the products to the pre-planned time, the orders have to be prioritized. 

Therefore each FAS order has its own an external. The priority scale has 3 points, from 0 to 

3. Priority 0 is given to the orders, which are locked for assembly. The normal urgency is 

priority 2, a very urgent order is priority 1, and a not urgent order is priority 3.  

Scheduling optimization module. Scheduling optimization module is responsible for the 

orders allocation. It has search for the most suitable FAS order from the pool of orders 

considering a number of conditions, such as: target scenario, criterion of planning, actual 

state of FAS, free and reserved resources of system during the time planed. In the 

optimization procedure the (sub)optimal (sequence of) order(s) is determined.  

(Sub)optimal order. This order is a result of optimization process. It is build in virtual 

scenario of FAS in the case of simulation or in working scenario of FAS in the case scheduling 

planning. The results of this planning are used for queues of orders formation. This queues 
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determine the operation sequences on assembly stations, the flow of pieces through the 

FAS, tool flow and set-up activities schedule.  

Intelligent Adviser Module. For efficient scheduling of FAS, the human system operator as a 

user of FAS has to take a number of decisions to solve the complex situations in a right time. 

The speed of reaction and quality of decisions influence directly the efficiency of FAS. The 

intelligent adviser module is designed as interactive support for FAS system operator 

(Katalinic 1997), (Nanasi, 1996). This module includes:  

 FAS specific knowledge and experience for the past work 

 Evaluation of sensors data 

 Evaluation of actual FAS data 

 FAS simulation data 

The operator will be supported during: 

 Diagnostics: assembly stations diagnostics, equipment diagnostics, orders execution 

diagnostics, tool and system diagnostics, etc. 

 Optimization during the scheduling planning  

 Projection of alternative virtual scenarios 

 Optimization during the scheduling of FAS and search for solutions in complex 

conflict and chaotic situation, etc. 

The necessary data containing the information on the state of the FAS system can be 

transferred directly over information-flow structure of FAS. Specific data can be given to the 

module in one interactive dialogue with the operator or over intelligent sensor system. 
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Chapter 4 
Bionic Assembly System 

 
Bionic Assembly System (BAS) represents an assembly system from the next generation. An 

initial concept of this system was developed and described by Katalinic (2001). BAS initial 

layout is shown in a Fig. 4.1. The main task of this system is to facilitate assembly of a family 

of different products. The complexity level of the products is limited to a complexity of AC 

electrical motor. During the assembly process a product could have the following states: 

Product-In-Assembly, Finished-Product, Product-In-Repair. 

Product Orders come from different customers and a delivery of Finished-Products has to be 

done according to Just-in-Time principle. The Finished-Product has to be delivered to one 

particular customer according to his specification of delivery target date (YYYY-MM-DD-HH-

MM), type and volume. 

Following ideas presented in this chapter are discussed in recently published articles: 

 

 The description of BAS working scenarios and strategies (Katalinic et al, 2012) 

 Possible reconfigurations within the system (Kukushkin et al, 2011) 

 BAS Hybrid control structure (Katalinic et al., 2013)  

 

4.1 BAS basic characteristics 

 
BAS is developed with a goal to upgrade the traditional FAS. Therefore BAS has to answer a 

number of FAS requirements, discussed in previous chapter. Following BAS characteristics 

are designed to cover those requirements:  

 Wide range of products. The system is able to assemble open range of product types. 

This range can be adjusted anytime. 

 Product lifetime. The system is suitable for assembly of products with a short 

lifetime. It means that the product lifetime is limited and shorter than the lifetime of 

the assembly system. 
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Fig. 4.1. Layout of a Bionic Assembly System (Katalinic, 2001) 
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 Assembly run size. The system covers assembly runs from one to thousands of 

products. 

 Working mode. The system supports continuous working mode during longer period 

of time as well as work in shifts. 

 Incoming quality control. The system rejects the parts, which do not fulfill the quality 

standard. Therefore, only the parts which do, are assembled into a product. This 

ability of the system allows buying the parts from suppliers at lower price.  

 In-process quality control: High Finished-Product quality is achieved only if all 

assembly operations are successfully completed. The possibility of assembling the 

product increases by applying in-process quality control. That implies a quality check 

after each assembly operation. If in-process quality control passes, assembly process 

continues. Otherwise, the Product-In-Assembly goes to repair station.  

 Quality standard: During the assembly of product, faults can occur in some 

percentage of products in the run. The system must organize the continuous 

correction of mistakes in order to get the exact number of guaranteed high-quality 

Finished-Products 

 Integration of workers: The system has to be able to easily integrate workers. There 

should be possibility to use workers as operators for the normal assembly tasks and 

special tasks (repair, inspection, supply of parts, set up, etc). 

 Stations variation: The number and type of assembly stations has to vary. The set-up 

of stations and material / parts supply can be carried out, at least partly, manually.  

 System autonomy: The disturbances that come from the outside have a limited 

negative influence on the efficiency and function of the system.  

 Diagnostic: The system has to have a very detailed and broad diagnostic. That allows 

the possibility to track the system state, orders and resources. Another function of 

diagnostic is to identify and report problems within the system. 

 Prognosis: The system has to have the possibility to develop alternative production 

scenarios, based on the actual state of the system, for a period of time in advance. 

The period of time can be chosen freely.  

 Internal reserves and reaction of the system: Reserves have to be accumulated in 

the system and they have to be used for reducing the negative influence of outer 

disturbances. The system reacts on the disturbances flexibly and efficiently under 

normal and non-typical conditions.  

 Interface between BAS and the environment: The information and material flow 

between BAS and its environment is organized in a way that each transaction can be 

reconstructed.  

 Optimization of production process: In the optimization of BAS’s work, the system 

has the possibility of choosing the most suitable working scenario. 
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4.2 BAS components and subsystems 

 
BAS layout consists of two subsystems: the core subsystem and the supplementary 

subsystem. Elements of BAS subsystems are shown in a Table 4.1. 

 

Tab. 4.1. Elements of BAS subsystems 

Core subsystem Supplementary subsystem 

Assembly Stations Stations Storage 

Mobile robots Mobile Robot Storage 

Operators Operators Rooms 

Unloading station Finished-Product Storage 

Packing station Packing material Storage 

Quality control station Tools Storage 

Repair station Parts Storage 

 

Dominating activities in the core subsystem are assembly, quality control, repair of defective 

Products-In-Process and packaging of Finished-Products. The supplementary subsystem 

surrounds the core subsystem. The main activity in this subsystem is the storage of parts and 

components. There is an intensive material exchange between these subsystems. BAS 

transport system is responsible for this flow realization. The flow includes parts, tools, setup 

components etc. The functions of elements, which take part in assembly operations, are 

shown below. 

 

Operators. Operators are the shop floor workers. They are responsible for stations set ups, 

ensuring and supporting the material flow in the system and correction of interruptions 

during production.  

Manual Assembly stations. In some cases operators could take part in assembly process. In 

this case they act as manual assembly station. 

Assembly stations. Assembly stations are the machines with a wide range of flexibility. They 

can complete one or more assembly operations on one or more different products. Also 

there can be more than one assembly station dedicated to one particular assembly 

operation. Additionally assembly stations are suitable for one or more types of mobile 

robots.  

Assembly pallet. The assembly pallet is the basic carrier for the product during assembly 

cycles. Assembly pallets are stored in a pool of pallets and moved by the mobile robots. Each 
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pallet has an information tag, containing Pallet-ID and quality state of pallet. Pallet ID 

consists of pallet type and number. When the pallet is loaded on the robot, the tag gets 

scanned. Robot can read Pallet ID and quality state information from this tag.  

Mobile robots. Mobile robots are autonomous machines, which transport assembly pallets 

between assembly stations. There are three possible robot states: 

 

• Switched-off - robot is not participating in assembly operations before it is switched on 

by shop floor scheduling control unit 

• Stand-by - robot is ready to participate in assembly operations, but has no active 

assembly order 

• Active - robot has active assembly order 

 

Switched-off robots are located at robot storage in supplementary subsystem. Standby 

robots are located in the pool of robots. They constantly check if there is a new robot 

assembly order. Robot assembly order represents a task to assemble one product. When 

robot gets an assembly order it activates and drives out to take pallet of needed type. Robot 

can fulfil this order using different assembly trajectories. It is possible, that one assembly 

operation can be completed by alternative assembly stations. To select the most suitable 

station for the next assembly operation the robot follows "the smallest time resistance" 

criteria for the next assembly operation.  

Repair station. Not every assembly operation could be completed successfully. In order to 

continue assembly it is necessary to correct occurred errors, if possible. Repair work is done 

by shop floor operators. 

Quality Control Station. This station performs a final Finished-Product quality control. This 

control is based on the measurement of mechanical and electrical parameters of the 

Finished-Product. After quality control, the Finished-Product gets a positive or negative 

quality state. Mobile robot drives it to unloading station. 

Unloading station. Main function of this station is unloading a Finished-Product from an 

assembly pallet. When Finished-Product quality state is negative, it goes to scrap. If it is 

positive, then it is transferred to the packing station. 

Packing Station. After unloading Finished-Product gets packed and prepared for a delivery.  
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4.3. BAS control structure and scheduling 

strategies 

 
BAS has a hybrid control structure. This structure combines two basic control principles: 

hierarchy and heterarchy. Fig. 4.2. shows basic control principles: hierarchy, heterarchy and 

hybrid.  

Hierarchical control is based on subordination, where only one leading/control element 

exist. This concept is very common for control of FAS. 

Heterarchical control concept is present in the nature, but almost not used in the assembly 

domain. This concept is based on self-organization and therefore has no leading element and 

decentralized control.  

 

Fig. 4.2. Basic control principles: hierarchy, heterarchy and hybrid (Katalinic at al, 2012) 

 

Combination of those two concepts brings out the hybrid system. Hybrid control has firm 

structure on the upper level of planning and flexibility on a lower level of realization. 

Therefore BAS control system is planned according to hybrid concept, as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.3. BAS hybrid control structure (Katalinic at al, 2012) 
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BAS hybrid control structure combines two parts: top-down control system, based on 

subordination and heterarhical shop floor, based on self-organization. Upper system is 

similar with the discussed in previous chapter control system of FAS.  

The planning activities happen in the following way. The first step in the production planning 

at the factory level is orders combination. The orders from different customers are 

combined in order to organize the scheduling plan, which satisfies customer wishes.  

This plan is called the system order. It shows which products (product types and their runs) 

have to be assembled during the next period of time. According to this data it sets the 

amount and the priority of the orders. All unlocked orders in the pool of the orders are parts 

of the system order. Internal structure of the system order is shown in Fig. 4.4.  

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Internal structure of system order 

 

1. The group of assembly orders with the highest priority is selected from the system order. 

2. From these groups, the first product type is selected 

3. The first piece in the run of that product type will be assembled. 
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4. Mobile robot is getting order to assemble that piece. This assembly process is happening 

in the shop floor and follows basic principles of self-organization. Participants in self-

organizing process are mobile robots, assembly stations and shop-floor operators. This 

part is shown at the bottom of the Fig. 4.3. 

5. The procedures 3, 4 are repeating till the last piece of the run is assembled. 

6. The procedure is repeating for the next product type in the priority group.  

7. When the last product type in the priority group is assembled the whole procedure from 

step 2 till 6 is repeating for the next priority group. 

8. System order is completed when the last piece in the run of the last product type in the 

lowest priority group is finished. 

 

4.4 BAS Reconfiguration 

 
The purpose of the reconfiguration is making assembly process more efficient, through the 

ability of assembly system to change current configuration. BAS Reconfiguration introduces 

the following abilities: 

 

 Quicker adaptation to external disturbances 

 Optimize assembly run time 

 Optimize assembly step time 

 Handle the internal disturbances 

 Change number of elements in a system 

 

There are two main examples of BAS reconfiguration. They are layout reconfiguration and 

queue rearrangement. The layout reconfiguration is performed by replacement of assembly 

stations and the queues rearrangement is organized by the movement of by mobile robots. 

 

4.4.1 BAS layout reconfiguration.  

All BAS elements are located on a shop floor in one order. This order is called BAS layout. 

There are movable and non-movable elements on a layout. Mobile robots are the elements 

that constantly move.  

Some assembly stations in BAS can also be movable. Movable stations can change their 

position and orientation on BAS layout. In case that a station is too heavy or not easy to 

reconfigure it is called a non-movable BAS station. A change of system layout in this 

dissertation is called “layout reconfiguration”.  
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BAS concept allows the parallel assembly of multiple product families. Sometimes it happens 

that layout configuration is not optimal for these particular products, because of the long 

robot transport time. In this case the system layout must be reconfigured. Example of layout 

reconfiguration is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

Movable assembly stations number 1, 2, 3 and 7, 8 are taking part in assembly of product 

family 1. Remaining movable stations 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 are taking part in assembly of product 

family 2. For this assembly run this layout is not optimal. Travel time of mobile robots can be 

minimized by layout reconfiguration. Stations 8, 7 are moving closer to the 1, 2, 3 and 9, 10 

are moved closer to 4, 5 and 6. During this process stations are forming two groups within a 

new system layout.  

 

 

Fig. 4.5. Example of layout reconfiguration for two independent product families 

 

Layout reconfiguration gives a big advantage to BAS when compared with classical assembly 

systems. It allows minimizing an assembly time of a product run. The other form of BAS 

reconfiguration is a queues rearrangement. 

 

4.4.2 BAS working modes and queues rearrangement 

BAS working mode represents execution of sequence of assembly orders. This sequence is 

formed by sub-ordinated subsystem. Each mobile robot gets a robot assembly order. It 

means to assemble one product. To complete this order it moves within the assembly 

stations. 

It is typical for assembly stations to have a queue of waiting robots in front, as shown in Fig. 

4.6. This mode is called normal working mode. The queue structure is shown in (4.1) 

 

    

         

        

  …         

                                                                               (4.1) 
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Fig. 4.6. BAS assembly station queue structure 

 

In front of the station S number one for operation i-th on m-th product robots, numbered 

from one till the last, are waiting on i-th operation in the assembling of m-th product 

There are 3 priority groups of orders (1 – high, 2 – normal, 3 – low). Typical situation in front 

of the one station is described in (4.2) and shown at Fig.3.7. 
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                                                                                                                       (4.2) 

 

In station S it is possible to make i-th operation on m-th product, j-th operation n-th product 

and k-th operation on l-th product. The queues of the robots in front of the station, respect 

priorities form the following sequence. 

In front of the station S number one for i-th operation on m-th product, j-th operation n-th 

product and k-th operation on l-th product, are waiting robots on i-th operation in the 

assembling of m-th product, with the first priority, numbered from one till the last. Then, 

following robots on j-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, with the second 

priority, numbered from one till the last. The last in the queue are robots on k-th operation 

in the assembling of n-th product, with the third priority numbered from one till the last. 

 

Working mode after introduction of new alternative station. In the case of new station 

introduction it is necessary to rearrange the queue from the robots, waiting in front of the 

other station, as shown in (4.3). 
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In front of the station number one for i-th, j-th and k-th operation on m-th, n-th and l-th 

product are waiting robots on i-th operation in the assembling of m-th product, with the first 

priority, numbered from one till the middle. Then, following robots on j-th operation in the 
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assembling of n-th product, with the second priority, numbered from one till the middle. The 

last in the queue are robots on k-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, with the 

the third priority numbered from one till the middle. 

In front of the station number two for i-th, j-th and k-th operation on m-th, n-th and l-th 

product are waiting robots on i-th operation in the assembling of m-th product, with the first 

priority, numbered from middle+1 till the end. Then, following robots on j-th operation in 

the assembling of n-th product, with the second priority, numbered from middle+1 till the 

end. The last in the queue are robots on k-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, 

with the the third priority numbered from middle+1 till the end, as shown in (4.4) and at Fig. 

4.7. The result of the queues rearrangement is shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Fig. 4.7. Process of queues rearrangement 
 

 

Fig. 4.8. Queues state after rearrangement process 

 

Working mode after failure of one alternative station. In front of the stations number one 

and two for i-th, j-th and k-th operation on m-th, n-th and l-th product are waiting robots on 

i-th operation in the assembling of m-th product, with the first priority, numbered from one 

till the last. Then, following robots on j-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, with 

the second priority, numbered from one till the last. 

The last in the queue are robots on k-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, with 

the third priority numbered from one till the last as shown in (4.5). In case of failure of the 

station number 2 mobile robots move to the station 1 in the following way: 
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The rearrangement of queues in the case of failure of one alternative station is shown in 

(4.6) and at Fig. 4.9.  
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                                                                                                                (4.6) 

 

Robots on i-th operation in the assembling of m-th product, with the first priority, numbered 

from one till the last are coming to the end of the queue of i-th operation in the assembling 

of m-th product, with the first priority, on the station two. Then, following robots on j-th 

operation in the assembling of n-th product, with the second priority, numbered from one 

till the last are rearranged with the same rule. The last is the rearrangement in the queue of 
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robots on k-th operation in the assembling of n-th product, with the third priority numbered 

from one till the last. 

 

Fig. 4.9. Changes of the queues after failure of one alternative station 

 

4.5. Summary 

 
This chapter described general concept of BAS. It represents the assembly system from the 

next generation of flexible assembly systems. It is robust, worker-friendly assembly system, 

which allows to assembly wide range of products with smaller volumes. 

BAS hybrid control structure combines top-down control and self-organizing subsystems. 

This combination provides a structure to scheduling and flexibility in the assembly process. 

BAS layout organization allows many possibilities for space optimizations, component 

replacements, system scalability and reconfiguration. BAS reconfiguration is organized at 

two levels: queue and layout.  

Concept of BAS is promising for an implementation in industry for assembling products with 

a complexity level of electrical motor. A case study of BAS concept implementation for an 

electrical motor facility reorganization is shown in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
BAS Adjustments 

 
The complex analysis of FAS and BAS systems shows that there is a possibility to implement 

BAS concept to cover the assembly range of studied FAS. However, both FAS assembly sub-

systems as well as BAS concept have to be adjusted according to following conditions, 

restrictions and limitations.  

 

1. No changes of motors and parts design are allowed. A facility has to produce the 

motors according to a customer specification without any change of motor and parts 

design. 

2. Keep Just-in-time concept of output. The exact number of motors must be prepared 

at the fix date and time for delivery to one particular customer according to the 

specification. 

3. Incoming parts quality has to remain the same. That means in average 1 part from 

1000 will be defective. This condition has to be kept in order to keep the motor 

prices low. 

4. New system has to replace the old one in step by step mode. That means that new 

system deployment must be organized in a smooth way and special stations, 

assembly stations, and subsystems from existing system has to be integrated in new 

one.  

 

This chapter focuses on the BAS and FAS adjustments. It includes FAS layout reorganization, 

BAS control structure adjustments and the description of working scenario. Points, which 

don’t satisfy the above, mentioned conditions are redesigned. The chapter presents the 

extended discussion of results, earlier published in (Katalinic et al., 2014a) and (Katalinic et 

al., 2014b). 

 

5.1 Layout reorganization 
 

Main FAS adjustment is the task to form BAS layout. All FAS stations from both subsystems 

must be brought into one layout at one shop floor. According to the restriction, new system 
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has to replace the old ones step by step. Therefore, extra stations and old system elements 

would be stored in a supplementary subsystem.  

There is an intensive material exchange between these subsystems. Therefore, BAS 

transport system must be included for this flow realization. The flow includes parts, tools, 

setup components etc. Transport tasks can be made manually at the start point and then 

smoothly changed to an automatic delivery. 

The main difference in core subsystem will be a change of current transport systems to a 

swarm of mobile robots. These robots will transport assembly pallets between assembly 

stations as a replacement to conveyor belts. Switched-off robots will be located at robot 

storage in supplementary subsystem. Standby and active robots must be in a core 

subsystem. Storage for these robots, the pool of robots, must be constructed additionally. 

The main pool of robots task is to keep, charge and maintain stand-by and active robots. 

When robot gets an assembly order it activates and drives out of the pool to take pallet of 

needed type. Therefore pallet storage must be placed nearby in a core subsystem. This 

storage is called pool of pallets. In order to be compatible with robot docking slots, must be 

organized at each station.  

Robot can complete assembly order using different assembly trajectories. It is possible, that 

one assembly operation can be completed by alternative assembly stations. In order to keep 

all initial assembly stations some of them will be placed as alternative stations, another ones 

will be reformed. 

Some preassembly operations could be performed within one group of stations. After that, 

preassembled parts will be mounted into the Product-In-Assembly on assembly pallet. This 

will reduce robot docking and travelling time. At the next steps, these groups will have one 

docking slot and will act as one assembly station. Station groups are shown in Table 5.1 

 

Table 5.1. Organization of assembly station groups  

Name 

of the 

station 

group 

Motor 

families 

Names of the Station Function Description 

Stator 1 / 2  Stator Pre-assembly 

Station 

 Stator Measurement and 

Assembly Station 

Stator is preassembled and measured 

inside the group. After this procedure 

stator is assembled to a product-in-

assembly. 

Rotor 1 / 2  Rotor Pre-Assembly 

Station 

 Rotor Assembly Station 

 Ball bearings pressing 

Rotors is preassembled and measured 

inside the group. Rotor is assembled with 

spring, disc brake, safety rings (180 degrees 

to each other, mounted together) and ball 

bearing. After this procedure rotor is 
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 Ball bearing safety ring assembled to a product-in-assembly. 

2nd 

End-

shield / 

End-

shield 

1 / 2  2nd End shield Pre 

Assembly Station 

 Heating Station 

 2nd End shield Assembly 

Station 

 End shield Assembly 

Station(One-sided motor 

family) 

 Ball bearings pressing 

 Ball bearing safety ring 

2nd End shield is pre-heated with hot air 40-

80C, ball-bearings are pressed into an End 

shield with a force (5-50 kg) depending on 

a motor type. 

After this procedure 2nd End shield is 

assembled to a product-in-assembly. 

This station will be combined with an End-

shield station for assembly of motor family 

of type 2. 

In case of overload this station will be 

doubled with a similar one from family 2. 

Fixing 

plate 

2  Fixing Plate Preparation 

 Fixing Plate Assembly 

Fixing Plate is prepared and pre-assembled. 

After this procedure Fixing Plate is 

assembled to a product-in-assembly 

Quality 

control-

1 

1/2  Quality Control -1 

(One-sided motor family) 

 Quality Control -1 

(Double-sided motor 

family) 

Examination of axial clearance and 

Connection dimensions. These equal 

stations will be combined for both motor 

families. 

 

Quality 

control-

2 

1/2  Quality Control -2 (One-

sided motor family) 

 Quality Control -2 

(Double- sided motor 

family) 

Examination of electrical parameters of 

motor. These equal stations will be 

combined for both motor families. 

 

 

Minimal number of stations with docking slots for the stations, which cover assembly 

operations of two product families is 23. This includes two storages - pool of pallets and 

robots, repair station, packing stations and three stations for quality control.  

A minimal number of stations, which perform assembly operations, is 16. All stations used in 

assembly process in a new layout are shown in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2. Stations of combined assembly system 

N Name of the station Double-sided 

motor family 

One-sided 

motor family 

1 1st  End shield  X  
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2 2nd  End-shield / End-shield X X 

3 Balancing Disc Station - 2 X  

4 Balancing Disc Station -1 X  

5 Condenser Assembly - 1 X  

6 Condenser Assembly - 2 X  

7 Fan Assembly X  

8 Fixing plate  X 

9 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components - 2 X X 

10 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components -1 X X 

11 Heating Station X X 

12 Rotating Station X  

13 Rotor X X 

14 Rubber buffers control  X 

15 Rubber buffers screw  X 

16 Stator X X 

17 Unloading/Packing X X 

18 Quality control-1 X X 

19 Quality control-2 X X 

20 Quality control-3 X  

21 Repair X X 

22 Pool of Pallets X X 

23 Pool of Robots X X 

 

5.2 Control structure adjustment 
 

Top-down control structures of initial FAS is based on hierarchy. Therefore this structure 

doesn't support self-organizing shop floor. A new control structure must combine top-down 

control system with vertical communication for upper part and self-organizing heterarchical 

control system with shop floor horizontal communication.  

BAS control structure is hybrid and allows combining these two structures. Usage of BAS 

control structure will allow keeping the same customer interface and JIT delivery. From 

another side it will allow to control self-organizing subsystems. However deeper analysis of 
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BAS control structure and simulation of BAS working scenarios (Kukushkin, 2012) shown that 

for the further BAS Hybrid control structure implementation it is necessary to deal with 

following weak points:  

 

 Strong interaction between subordinating and self-organizing subsystems. There is 

no smooth and clear interface 

 Shop floor facilities cannot function without permanent and active role of the control 

system  

 Absence of independent Log data. Data accessibility is limited on working time of the 

control system  

 Communication between active components follows the concept “Everyone-to-

Everyone”  

 Communication has no standardized protocol  

 If only one element is active, it communicates with nobody. If there are only 

independent irrelevant active elements, system cannot function. They can 

communicate, but cannot make progress in production.  

 Start of production strongly depends on the shutdown sequence (switching off order 

of the stations). Special problem is when a new start is made by stations, which were 

not used during the last work period.  

 

BAS control structure adjustment is organized through the implementation of cloud 

communication concept to the hybrid control structure of BAS. Cloud communication / 

computing is one of emerging IT phenomena. Different variation of cloud computing are 

applied in different fields of modern science. Applications of cloud computing in IT 

environment are shown in (Davenport, 2013), dataflow computing in automation 

applications (Panfilov & Salibekyan, 2014), improvement of ERP systems (Gastermann, 

2014).  

Google Docs, Dropbox, Skydrive are examples of cloud computing in home and office usage 

(Blau & Avner, 2009). Usage of cloud helps organize better communication and increase the 

collaboration within the company (Sun et al., 2014). 

The ideas of cloud communication and its infrastructure are used to create a new cloud 

element inside the control structure of BAS. The original concept is published at (Katalinic et 

al., 2014a) and BAS cloud functions and working scenario in (Katalinic et al., 2014b) 

BAS Cloud is an additional element, which is introduced into BAS hybrid control structure. It 

acts as an informational interface between subordinating and self-organizing subsystems. 

Therefore, it connects shop floor scheduling control unit of subordinating subsystem with all 

active elements of self-organizing subsystems as shown in Fig. 5.1. Main functions of BAS 

Cloud are: 
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Fig. 5.1. Cloud-based BAS hybrid control structure 

1) Connection of self-organizing and subordinating parts. BAS Cloud allows combining 

vertical and horizontal communication. Exchange of information between a cloud and 

subsystems goes through communication channels. In this dissertation flow of information 

from shop floor scheduling control unit to the cloud is defined as vertical upload and in the 

opposite way vertical download. Flow of information from self-organizing sub-system 

components to the cloud are defined as horizontal upload and in the opposite way 

horizontal download as shown in Fig. 5.2. 

2) Internal horizontal communication organization. Cloud has a two-way communication 

with the shop floor elements: assembly stations, operators and mobile robots. Introduction 

of a cloud changes the “everyone to everyone” communication to a direct “element - cloud” 

interactions, as shown in Fig. 5.2. 

3) Storage of system technical data. Cloud stores products, stations, mobile robots and 

transport system technical data. Product technical data includes a number and types of 

operations for product assembly and suitable pallet types. Stations data includes abilities for 

assembly operations, station size, ability to move etc.  

4) Memory storage. Cloud is a passive storage element. It only stores the data, which comes 

from other active elements and doesn't react on system changes. It contains technological, 

control and system state data. 

 

5.2.1 BAS cloud internal structure 

BAS Cloud stores the information in number of different files: files for vertical and horizontal 

communications organization, log files and technical data files. All this files are used by 

different subsystems and elements. Main cloud elements are shown in Fig. 5.2. They are 

divided into two groups. 

 Queues. Upper group consists of queues of orders. These queues are formed 

according to logic of working cycles discussed in Chapter 3. As a result of this process 

queues of orders for mobile robots, transport system and operators come to the 

target state module of the shop floor scheduling control unit. This module vertically 

uploads these queues to the cloud. The queue of station assembly orders is formed 

dynamically from mobile robots, and uploaded horizontally. The states of the queues 

are tracked and vertically downloaded by actual state module of shop floor 

scheduling control unit. 

 Orders. Each queue consists of number of single orders. That means that each single 

order has its own cloud file. This orders are horizontally downloaded by self-

organizing subsystem elements. All the state changes in orders are horizontally 

uploaded to the cloud by self-organizing subsystem elements. 
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Fig. 5.2. Cloud-based communication in BAS 
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Queue of Robot Assembly Orders is shown in Table. 5.3. Queue includes an order creation 

time in YYMMDDHHMMSS format, assembly order ID, product ID, order priority and status. 

When order is created it has a status ‘new’. When mobile robot finds a new order it reserves 

it by uploading its ID into Robot ID field of corresponding RAO. After that it reads Pallet ID 

and goes to pool of pallets to get a pallet of needed type. When order is completed its status 

is changed to Completed. Changes in a queue of RAOs are vertically downloaded to an actual 

state module of shop floor scheduling control unit.  

 

Table. 5.3 Queue of Robot Assembly Orders 

Queue of Robot Assembly Orders 

Order 

creation time 

Assembly 

Order ID Product ID Priority Robot ID Pallet ID 

Order 

Status 

YYMMDDHHM

MSS 

RAO ID-

Timestamp M1 1 R35-01 P15-003 Completed 

YYMMDDHHM

MSS .... .... .... .... .... .... 

YYMMDDHHM

MSS  Mn 3 R35-06 P15-008 In Process 

YYMMDDHHM

MSS .... .... .... .... .... .... 

...  Mlast 1 0 P8/P12 New 

 

Robot Assembly Order Data File stores complete information about RAO, as shown in the 

Table 5.4. RAO ID and Product type are assigned by Shop Floor scheduling control unit 

according to the logic of working cycles. Pallet type and Number of Assembly Steps (NAS) are 

filled according to technological data. Robot and pallet IDs, Pallet Quality State and Product 

Quality State are horizontally uploaded by mobile robot to RAO Data File. When Robot 

Assembly Order Data is completed robot is ready for assembly.  

To assemble one product robot has to make a number of assembly operations. Some of 

these operations depend on an assembly state of the product; some could be done only in a 

strict order. This number of assembly operations is called assembly sequence. To complete 

an assembly sequence, robot has to make a fixed number of assembly steps (NAS), one 

operation per step. When robot chooses assembly station for the next assembly step, it 

horizontally uploads station and operation ID to the corresponding assembly step field in 

RAO Data File.  
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Table 5.4. Cloud-stored Robot Assembly Order Data File 

Robot Assembly Order Data 

Timestamp Data Value 

YYMMDDHHMMSS RAO ID lkhji-YYMMDDHHMMSS 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Product Type Number according to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Pallet Type Number according to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Number of 

assembly 

steps(NAS) 

According to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Robot ID Number according to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Pallet ID Number according to technological data (Type-ID) 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Pallet Quality 

State 

Positive / Negative 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Product 

Quality State 

Positive / Negative 

Assembly sequence Data 

Timestamp Step (1...NAS) Station ID Operation Status 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 1 AS ID OP ID Waiting / In Transport / 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 2 AS ID OP ID Completed / In Process /  

YYMMDDHHMMSS ... ... ... Failed / Repair 

YYMMDDHHMMSS NAS AS ID OP ID  

 

During an assembly sequence the RAO could have six states:  

 

1. In Transport - when assembly pallet is transported by robot to a chosen assembly 

station. 

2. Waiting - robot waits an assembly operation in a queue in front of chosen assembly 

station. 

3. In Process - Assembly pallet is on a station for an assembly operation. 

4. Completed - Assembly operation succesfully completed, quality states of product and 

pallet are positive. 
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5. Failed - Assembly operation is not succesfully completed or quality states of product 

or pallet is negative. Robot has to drive this pallet to a repair station. 

6. Repair - Pallet is on a repair station, waiting for an operator.  

 

When assembly sequence is successfully finished, packing station horizontally uploads order 

status Completed to the Queue of Robot Assembly Orders file in a cloud. 

 

Station Assembly Orders Data File stores complete information about SAOs, as shown in the 

Table 5.5. It consists of Current SAO Data, Queue of SAOs, and SAO Log sections. Current 

SAO Data File includes Pallet ID, operation ID, Pallet Quality State, Product Quality State. 

Pallet and operation ID are horizontally uploaded by mobile robot to the queue of SAOs. SAO 

could have following statuses: 

 

 Waiting - SAO is in a queue of SAOs, waiting for assembly operation. Queue of SAOs 

is formed from the RAOs of robots waiting in front of the station for assembly 

operation. RAOs are formed into three priority groups: High, Normal and Low. If 

there is new SAO, it will be placed to the corresponding priority group. 

 Cancelled - SAO is cancelled by Robot. This SAO is moved to SAO Log section 

 In Process - SAO is leaving a queue for assembly operation. This SAO is moved to 

Current SAO section. Assembly Station processing the SAOs according to the priority 

group and the First-In-First-Out principle within each group.  

 Completed - Assembly operation is completed successfully. This SAO is moved to SAO 

Log section. After assembly operation station checks pallet and product quality state 

and horizontally uploads it to RAO Data file. If these states are positive, then 

Assembly Station horizontally uploads the Completed state to RAO Data file. 

 Failed. Assembly operation is not completed successfully. This SAO is moved to SAO 

Log section. Assembly Station horizontally uploads this state to RAO Data file. 

 

Table 5.5. Station Assembly Orders Data File 

Current Station Assembly Order Data 

Timestamp Data Value 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Pallet ID Number according to 

technological data (Type-ID) 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

OP ID Completed / In Process / 

Failed 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Pallet Quality State Positive / Negative 
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YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Product Quality State Positive / Negative 

Queue of Station Assembly Orders 

Order 

creation time 

SO ID Operation Operation 

Time 

Priority group Order Status 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) ... ... 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) High Waiting 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) Normal Waiting 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) ... ... 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) Normal Waiting 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) Low Waiting  

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) ... ... 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) Low Waiting 

Station Assembly Orders Log  

Order 

creation time 

SO ID Operation Operation 

Time 

Priority group Order Status 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) High Completed 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) Normal Failed 

YYMMDDHH

MMSS 

Type-

Timestamp 

OP ID Time (sec) High Cancelled 

 

Changes in SAO Data File are vertically downloaded by actual state module of shop floor 

scheduling control unit.  

 

Queue of Transport System Orders (TSO) is shown in the Table. 5.6. The transport system is 

responsible for a material flow organization. Therefore TSOs could have two types: 
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 Input TSO to bring material from supplementary to a core subsystem 

 Output TSO to bring material from core to supplementary subsystem 

 

Queue of TSOs includes an order creation time in YYMMDDHHMMSS format, Transport 

System Order ID, Element ID, order priority and status. Element ID means ID of system 

element (station, robot), which is an origin in case of output TSO or destination in case of 

input TSO. There are four TSO Statuses: 

 

 Waiting. When TSO is created it has a status waiting. 

 In Process. When transport system operator finds a Waiting TSO it reserves it by 

uploading his ID into Operator ID field of corresponding TSO and starts to fulfil this 

order. 

 Completed. When TSO is completed its status is changed to Completed.  

 Failed. When TSO is failed operator changes its status to failed.  

 

Table. 5.6. Queue of Transport System Orders 

Queue of Transport System Orders 

Order creation 

time TSO ID 

Element 

ID 

Order 

type Priority 

Order 

Status 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

TSO ID-

Timestamp 

Element 

ID 

Input / 

Output 1 Completed 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

TSO ID-

Timestamp 

Element 

ID 

Input / 

Output .... Completed 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

TSO ID-

Timestamp 

Element 

ID 

Input / 

Output 3 In Process 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

TSO ID-

Timestamp 

Element 

ID 

Input / 

Output .... Waiting 

 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

TSO ID-

Timestamp 

Element 

ID 

Input / 

Output 1 Waiting 

  

The transport System Order Data File stores complete information about TSOs, as shown in 

the Table 5.7. It consists of TSO ID, TS operator ID, Element ID, transport properties and 

transport state. Transport property is shows what has to be transported (Parts / Tools / 

Elements), type of this property and a number of pieces of this property. Changes in a queue 
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of TSOs are vertically downloaded by actual state module of shop floor scheduling control 

unit.  

 

Table 5.7. Transport System Order Data File 

Transport System Order 

Timestamp Data Value 

YYMMDDHHMMSS TSO ID TSO-Timestamp 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Operator ID Operator ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Element ID Element ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Transport property Parts / Tools / Elements 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Transport property type Type of Parts / Tools / Elements 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Transport property number Number of Parts / Tools / Elements 

YYMMDDHHMMSS TSO State Waiting / In Process /Completed / Failed 

 

Queue of Operator Orders is shown in the Table. 5.8. Operators are responsible for 

assembly, transport, setup and repair orders. At first case they act as manual assembly 

station and get their SAOs as other stations. At the second case they act as transport 

systems operators and get the TSOs.  

Queue of Operator Orders (OOs) includes Repair and Setup OOs. Other field of queue are: 

OOs creation time in YYMMDDHHMMSS format, OO ID, Station ID, order priority and status. 

Element ID means ID of system element, which needs setup. When order is created it has a 

status new. When operator finds a new order it reserves it by uploading his ID into Operator 

ID field of corresponding TSO. When order is completed its status is changed to Completed. 

Changes in a queue of OOs are vertically downloaded by actual state module of shop floor 

scheduling control unit. There are four states of OO. 

 

 Waiting. When OO is created it has a status waiting.  

 In Process. When transport system operator finds a Waiting OO it reserves it by 

uploading his ID into Operator ID field of corresponding OO and starts to fulfil this 

order.  

 Completed. When OO is completed its status is changed to Completed.  

 Failed. When OO is failed operator changes its status to failed.  

Table. 5.8. Queue of Operator Orders  
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Queue of Operator Orders 

Order creation 

time 

OO ID Station 

ID 

Priority Order type Order 

Status 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS OO ID -

Timestamp 

Station 

ID 

1 Repair  Complete

d 

Operator 

ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS OO ID -

Timestamp 

Station 

ID 

2 Setup In Process Operator 

ID 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

YYMMDDHHMMSS OO ID -

Timestamp 

Station 

ID 

3 Repair Waiting  

 

Operator Repair Order (ORO) Data File stores complete information about ORO, as shown in 

the Table 5.9.  

 

Table 5.9. Operator Repair Order Data File 

Operator Repair Order 

Timestamp Data Value 

YYMMDDHHMMSS ORO ID ROO-Timestamp 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Operator ID Operator ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS AO ID lkhji-YYMMDDHHMMSS 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Product Type Number according to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS 

Number of assembly 

operation According to technological data 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Pallet ID Number according to technological data  

YYMMDDHHMMSS Current operation ID OP ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Pallet Quality State Positive / Negative 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Product Quality State Positive / Negative 

YYMMDDHHMMSS ORO State Waiting /In Process /Completed / Failed 

 

The first section consists of general ORO Data such as ORO ID, Operator ID, AO ID. The 

second part includes technical data of the product: Product Type, Number of assembly 
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operation, Pallet ID and current operation ID. The third section helps operator to identify a 

problem. It includes Pallet and Product Quality States. There are three possible results of 

repair. At first two cases ORO state will be changed to Completed, and at the last one to 

Failed. 

 

1. Complete current assembly step. Operator repairs the mistake and completes the 

assembly step. After repair mobile robot goes for a next assembly step. 

2. Cancel current assembly step. Operator cannot complete the assembly step. 

Operator repairs the mistake by removing the defective part added in current 

assembly step. After repair mobile robot repeats a current assembly step. 

3. Remove Irreparable Product-In-Assembly. If operator is unable to complete or 

cancel the current assembly step, the Product-In-Assembly is moved to scrap. This 

happens in case of heavy damage of Product-In-Assembly. 

 

Operator Setup Order (OSO) Data File stores complete information about OSO, as shown in 

the Table 5.10. The first section consists of general OSO Data such as OSO ID, Operator ID 

and Station ID. The second part includes setup properties. Setup property is shows the 

mean, which has to be set up to the station (Parts / Tools / Maintenance), type of this mean 

and a number of pieces of this mean. After the setup procedure OSO status is changed to 

Completed in case of successful setup or Failed in case of failure.  

 

Table 5.10. Operator Setup Order Data File 

Operator Setup Order 

Timestamp Data Value 

YYMMDDHHMMSS OSO ID SOO-Timestamp 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Operator ID Operator ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Station ID Station ID 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Setup property Parts / Tools / Maintenance 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Setup property type Type of Parts / Tools / Maintenance 

YYMMDDHHMMSS Setup property number Number of Parts / Tools/ Maintenance 

YYMMDDHHMMSS OSO State Waiting /In Process /Completed / Failed 
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5.3 BAS working scenario adjustments 
 

Introduction of BAS Cloud directly influences on BAS working scenario. In this part BAS 

normal working scenario is adjusted. This scenario means the execution of uninterrupted 

sequence of assembly orders. System start-ups, shut-downs and interruptions are not 

considered. A sequence of system orders is formed by sub-ordinated subsystem according to 

the logic of working cycles. As a result of this process queues of orders for mobile robots, 

assembly stations, transport system and operators come to the target state module of the 

shop floor scheduling control unit. An order for mobile robot is called robot assembly order 

(RAO).  

Shop Floor Scheduling Control vertically uploads robot assembly orders to a cloud according 

to the first-in-first-out principle. For each RAO data file is created, as shown in Table. 5.4.  

This file contains RAO ID and Product Type. According to this data, pallet type and number of 

assembly steps for this product are uploaded from the Product Technological Data File. After 

this, RAO is ready to be processed. Mobile robots are located in the pool of robots. There are 

three possible robot states: Switched-off, Stand-by and Active. A number of stand-by robots 

in a system are regulated by shop floor scheduling control unit. A robot working algorithm is 

shown in Fig. 5.3. It consists of 5 sections. These sections describe following functions of 

mobile robot: 

 

1. Search of RAO 

2. Reservation and preparation of RAO 

3. Assembly sequence loop 

4. "Best operation" search loop 

5. Post-assembly actions 

 

Section 1. All Stand-by robots check if there are any available orders on the cloud. If there is 

an order waiting, it proceeds to section 2. If not, it repeats the procedure. 

 

Section 2. When an order is found, robot reserves it by horizontally uploading its own ID 

number into the cloud. This data comes to Robot ID field of the RAO data file (Table 5.4).  

From this file robot downloads the required pallet type and number of assembly steps. After 

that it goes to the pool of pallets and gets a pallet of the specified type. Each pallet has an 

information tag, containing ID and quality state of Pallet. When the palette is loaded on the 

robot, the tag gets scanned.  
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Robot gets Pallet ID and quality state information from this tag and uploads it to the cloud. 

This data comes to Pallet ID and Pallet Quality State fields of the RAO data file. After this 

section the robot is ready to start the assembly sequence according to the AO data.  

Section 3. To assemble one product robot has to make a number of assembly operations. 

Some of these operations depend on an assembly state of the product; some could be done 

only in strict order. This number of assembly operations is called assembly sequence. To 

complete an assembly sequence, robot has to make a fixed number of assembly steps (NAS), 

one operation per step. NAS is stored in RAO Data File in the cloud. Efficiency of assembly 

system depends directly on ability to choose an assembly sequence based on the best 

operation for the next assembly step.  

A process of the search of assembly operation is described in the Section 4. When assembly 

station for the next assembly step is chosen, robot horizontally uploads station and 

operation ID to the corresponding assembly step field in RAO Data File. The last operation of 

an assembly sequence is packaging. Robot drives to a packing station and leaves a product 

on it. When assembly sequence is completed, robot starts post-assembly actions (Section 5).  

 

Section 4. For each assembly step robot has to find the best station from available ones. 

Availability of an assembly operation depends on two factors: physical presence of the 

station for this operation and technological possibility to make this operation on this stage of 

assembly. A number of previously completed operations, required for the processing of the 

next one are called preconditions set. This set is available for each operation and stored in 

the technological data file of each product.  

For each of assembly operations robot checks its availability by comparing preconditions set 

with an own list of completed operations. If all preconditions are satisfied and this operation 

was not completed yet, robot requires station numbers and operation times suitable for this 

assembly operation. A process of the best station search is based on the smallest time 

resistance criteria. That means that from all suitable stations robot would choose the one 

with the smallest assembly time (Tas). This time sums from the transport time, waiting time 

and operation time. 

Before the "Best operation" search loop Tasmin is set to infinity. On each iteration of a loop, 

if operation time of a chosen station is smaller than Tasmin, the current value of Tasmin 

would be replaced with Tas. After the loop robot gets a number of the required station. 

 

Section 5. Robot gets an empty pallet from the packing station and checks if there is any 

available order for this pallet type on a cloud. If yes, robot reserves it by horizontally 

uploading its own ID number to the cloud. Then it horizontally uploads Pallet ID and Pallet 

Quality State fields of the RAO data file. If there are no available orders for this pallet, robot 

brings the pallet back to the pool of pallets. After that it gets a new state from the shop floor 

scheduling control unit. If it stays Standby, it goes to Section 1. If it gets Switched-off state, it 

drives to the pool of robots and shuts-down automatically. 
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Fig. 5.3. Mobile robot working algorithm (Katalinic at al., 2014) 
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5.4 Summary 
 

To organize further BAS implementation there is a need to make a number of adjustments of 

initial FAS and BAS concept. These improvements include: 

 

 Layout reorganization. System layout is reorganized according to suit the BAS 

concept. The main adjustment is a change of current transport systems to a swarm of 

mobile robots and stations adjustments. Also the minimal number of stations with 

docking slots, which cover assembly operations of two product families is analysed. 

Reorganization a control structure. Initial FAS control structure and BAS hybrid 

control structure were adjusted for further implementation. Integration of cloud 

communication into the control structure of Bionic Assembly System (BAS) brings a 

number of advantages. In the comparison to the classical control structures this 

solution promises improvement of system performances and increase of system 

robustness. Introduction of a cloud helps to organize horizontal communication on 

BAS Shop-Floor in a direct and simple way. It changes the “everyone to everyone” 

communication to a direct “element - cloud” interactions. 

 System behavior adjustments. BAS working scenario is adjusted according to the 

control structure changes. Therefore a new algorithm for mobile robot behavior is 

developed. This algorithm allows real time sequence planning considering system 

states. This is achieved by development of a new procedure, based on the selection 

of the best operation for the next assembly step.  

 

These performed improvements allow the next step of BAS implementation for electrical 

motors facility reorganization. 
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Chapter 6 
BAS Implementation 

 
The main idea of this chapter is to describe a creation of new BAS layout for combined 

assembly system. This includes initial stations organization and placement. All system 

elements as well as control structure are adjusted for this new layout. Initial placement must 

be organized with minimal number of assembly stations to cover the assembly of two motor 

families. The second part of this chapter is focused on the initial flow organization. This 

includes the organization of the preconditions sets for the real-time robot sequence 

planning. 

 

6.1 BAS layout organization 

 
There are number of improvements in the layout design in comparison with original FAS. The 

most sufficient is a switch from the conveyor belts to the BAS mobile robots. The mobile 

robots realization may be organized in different ways. For example, AMUR mobile robots 

(Pryanichnikov at al., 2012).  

Other improvements are introduction of the core and supplementary subsystems and 

introduction of the transport system. A new system layout is shown in a Fig. 6.1. 

New system layout is reconfigurable. That means there is a possibility to change the total 

number of stations and the positions of movable stations. Number of stations is reduced to 

26. This number includes 16 stations for assembly operations, 5 quality control stations, 2 

pools for robots and pallets storage and 2 post-assembly stations - repair and unloading-

packaging.  

Extra stations, which did not participate in assembly operations, are stored in supplementary 

subsystem. The combined system uses 18 stations for double-sided motor family assembly 

and quality control and 13 stations for one-sided motor family. Description of system 

elements is shown in Table. 6.1. There are following improvements in assembly stations 

design: 

 

 2nd End shield station is combined with End shield station for another product family. 

Both operations are made within 2ES-ES station group. 
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 Stator is preassembled and measured inside the group STATOR. After this procedure 

stator is assembled to a product-in-assembly. 

 Rotors is preassembled and measured inside the group ROTOR. Rotor is assembled 

with spring, disc brake, safety rings and ball bearing. After this procedure rotor is 

assembled to a product-in-assembly. 

 Fixing Plate is prepared and pre-assembled inside the group FP-AS. After this 

procedure Fixing Plate is assembled to product-in-assembly. 

 Examination of axial clearance and Connection dimensions. These alternative stations 

are combined for both motor families. These stations are quality control stations QC-

1-1/1-2 and QC-2-1/2-2. That means robots could choose either one or another from 

alternative stations for quality control operations. 

 

Table 6.1. Layout elements description 

Num Abbreviation Station / Group name 

1 ES1 1st End shield  

2 ES2 / ES 2nd End-shield / End-shield 

3 BD1 Balancing Disc Station - 2 

4 BD2 Balancing Disc Station -1 

5 C1 Capacitor Assembly - 1 

6 C2 Capacitor Assembly - 2 

7 V1 Fan Assembly 

8 FP-AS Fixing plate 

9 FIX1 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components - 2 

10 FIX2 Fixture of Motor and Electrical Components -1 

11 HEAT1 Heating Station 

12 ROTATE Rotating Station 

13 ROTOR Rotor 

14 GUM1 Rubber buffers control 

15 GUM2 Rubber buffers screw 

16 STATOR Stator 

17 PAK Unloading/Packing 

18 QC1-1 Quality control-1 

19 QC1-2 Quality control-2 

20 QC2-1 Quality control-1 

21 QC2-2 Quality control-2 

22 QC3 Quality control-3 

23 REP Repair Station 

24 POOL-P Pool of Pallets 

25 POOL-R Pool of Robots 

26 HEAT2 Heating Station 
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Fig. 6.1. Combined system layout 
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6.2 BAS assembly flow organization 

 
Efficiency of assembly system depends directly on the ability to choose an assembly 

sequence based on the best operation for the next assembly step. Designed layout opens 

additional possibility for assembly sequence planning. This means that at some assembly 

step mobile robot could choose not only an alternative station for an assembly operation, 

but also alternative operation for current assembly step. Information about such operations 

is stored in technical data file called mobile robot assembly matrix, as shown in Tab. 6.2 and 

Tab.6.3. During the assembly process robot checks this file to see, which operations are 

possible to carry on with at his assembly step. Some operations could be done only in one 

strict sequence. To ensure this sequence, file includes a list of preconditions for each 

operation. Precondition is a set of operations, which must be previously made on product-in-

assembly. If all preconditions are fulfilled, robot could make this operation on current 

assembly step. If not, it has to search for another operation. 

It could happen that some operations have the same preconditions. These operations are 

called alternative operations. In Tab. 6.2 operations 12 and 14 on product family one are 

alternative ones. That means that technologically there is no difference to assemble fan or 

capacitor first into the product-in-assembly. When robot has an alternative operation, it has 

to choose one based on the "best" operation for the next assembly step algorithm. When 

assembly step is completed robot repeats search procedure again. 

Tab.6.3. shows that there are three alternative operations with the same preconditions, 

however for operation 6 on product family two there is one linked operation. That means 

that it is technologically impossible to make other operations between these two operations. 

The reason for this case is that product-in-assembly must be preheated before the stator 

assembly. Therefore operation 7 is linked to operation 6 on product family two. 

Example of assembly-flows for one- and double-sided motor families is shown at Fig. 6.2. 

Assembly sequence for double-sided motor family is shown with blue line and for one-sided 

motor family with red line.  

Assembly sequences for both product families start from pool of pallets and finish at 

unloading/packing station. For double-sided motor family pairs of operations (12/14) and 

(16/17) are alternative. Moreover, operation 16, as well as 15 could be done at alternative 

assembly stations. That means at robot’s 16th assembly step it will choose between three 

stations: QC2-1, QC2-2 and QC-3. 

For one-sided motor family operations (3/4/6) are alternative. Number of alternatives for 

the next assembly step will increase if robot will choose operation 3 or 4. If it will choose 

operation 6, the next linked operation will be 7. Operations 11 and 12 could be done at 

alternative assembly stations. With three alternative operations for assembly step one-sided 

motor family will have more variations of assembly sequences. 

 

Tab. 6.2. Mobile robot assembly matrix for double-sided motor family 
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Tab. 6.3. Mobile robot assembly matrix one-sided motor family 
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Fig. 6.2. Example of assembly-flows for one- and double-sided motor families. 
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6.3 Summary 

 
Combined layout variability opens a possibility to solve the problem of stations 

underutilisation. Proposed robot algorithm coupled with possibility to choose alternative 

operations for assembly step could give stability to the system flow and cover the 

differences between stations assembly times. Possibilities to vary number of stations within 

a layout would help to solve bottlenecks problem. 

Introduction and adjustment of BAS concept solves the requirements of stations setups and 

inclusion of human into the assembly. The workers are included as manual assembly 

stations. 

Developed BAS algorithms and scenarios must be verified and simulated. Next section deals 

with these tasks. 

The designed system will have a number of BAS features, which are absent in centralized 

FAS. These features are summarized in Table 6.4.  

 

Table 6.4. Characteristics of FAS and BAS 

Characteristic FAS BAS 

Assembly stations Expensive Cheap 

System information Global Global and Local 

State data collection Complex Easy 

Computing speed Slow Quick 

System failure robustness Low High 

Operation mode Real time Real time 

Workers introduction Hard Easy 
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Chapter 7 
BAS Simulation Organization 

 
This chapter describes the tool for behavior and characteristics verification. Physical 

implementation of assembly system is not simple for a number of reasons (technological, 

financial, etc). Therefore other tool for observation and verification of the general system 

scenarios without its physical implementation is needed. The most suitable tool for these 

processes is simulation of system behavior and characteristics. 

Simulation is defined by (Shannon, 1975) as "the process of designing a model of a real 

system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the 

behavior of the system and /or evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system." 

Simulation tool for designed system must help to understand its behavior and/or evaluate 

various strategies for the system control. There are different model parameters exist in 

literature. Main ones are shown in Tab.7.1. 

 

Criteria Parameters 

Time influence 
Static model 

Dynamic model 

Changes in state  

of the system 

Discrete model 

Continuous model 

Input data 
Deterministic model 

Stochastic model 

Modeling approach 

System Dynamic 

Discrete event modeling 

Agent based modeling 

Tab. 7.1 Parameters of the model (Weigl, 2010) 

 

Dynamic models depend on time and in static models the time plays no role. State of the 

continuous models changes, over time and in discrete ones, only at separated points of time. 

From the input data view, there are deterministic models, which use only pre-defined data, 

and stochastic ones, operating with a random data. Modeling approach is defined according 

to the input parameters of the system, number of elements within this system, and number 

of interconnections between them. There are three approaches to build dynamic simulation 

model:  
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 System Dynamics (SD) 

 Process-centric (“Discrete Event”, DE) modeling 

 Agent Based modeling (AB) 

 

The first two were developed in the 1950-1960s and both use system-level top-down 

approaches. The agent based method is more recent. It uses bottom-up approach where the 

modeler focuses on the behavior of the individual objects. (Borshchev, 2014) 

The system dynamics method is suitable for models with a high abstraction level and is used 

for problems at the highest or top level. Process-centric (“DE”) modeling is mainly used on 

level of operations and tactics, as shown in Fig. 7.1  

Main difference of agent-based modeling approach is wide applicability range. The agents 

are all active elements inside the model. Example of agents could be people, companies, 

vehicles, cities, robots, products etc. To create the model modeler defines agents behavior 

(main reactions, drivers, states, etc), allocates them into a certain environment, establishes 

agents connections and organizes the simulation (Borshchev A & Filippov A, 2004). 

 

 

Fig. 7.1. Model approaches at different levels of abstraction (Siebers, 2014) 

 

There are many simulation tools for modeling of assembly systems, but to model BAS hybrid 

control structure and system behavior both approaches must be combined.  
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Java-based AnyLogic tool is stated as "the only tool that supports all the most common 

simulation methodologies in place today: System Dynamics, Process-centric (AKA Discrete 

Event), and Agent Based modeling." (Anylogic, 2014).  

It supports object-oriented model design, and therefore allows modular, hierarchical, and 

incremental construction of large models. Modularity gives it the possibility to connect the 

external databases; this feature allows constructing agents based on information stored in a 

database, or export/import data from the model. Other advantage of this software is 

functions scalability: needed functions and classes could be written by user at Java and 

integrated inside the program.  

 

7.1 AnyLogic Software and Functions overview 

 
This overview is limited to the special functions and elements, which are important for the 

BAS simulation. Functions and elements descriptions are based on Anylogic website 

(Anylogic, 2014a) and Anylogic help (Anylogic, 2014b) sections, available online. Additional 

information about Java programming language and its command syntax could be accessed 

from special literature, such as (Eckel, 2003). 

The 7th version of Anylogic developed by XjTech company was realized in 2014. It has a 

number of versions for private, business, educational and research uses. University Edition is 

shown in Fig. 7.2. An interface consists of three parts project toolbar, main desktop and 

settings.  

 

 

Fig. 7.2. Anylogic interface 
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 Project toolbar. This toolbar contains information about the project, its classes and 

elements.  

 Main Desktop. Each class has its own empty desktop for physical presentation of its 

elements and functions.  

 Settings. Properties of current element are displayed on the right side, at section 

settings.  

 

Anylogic supports number of different libraries and functions. Functions relevant for 

modeling the assembly systems behavior are described below. 

Functions. Anylogic uses own libraries and functions and support user Java functions 

definitions. User can call the functions from any place of the model. As an answer, function 

will return the value of an expression. Functions help to re-use same procedure more times 

within one model.  

Database Connectivity. There is a possibility to link Anylogic model with databases using 

database connectivity tools. This tool is very useful for setting up the agents based on 

database, organization of log data and working with preset spreadsheets and files.  

AnyLogic Enterprise Library This library allows using process-centric (discrete event) 

modeling paradigm. That means that the library allows to model real world system in terms 

of: 

 

 entities such as pallets, products, parts, etc. 

 processes including sequences of operations with queues, delays, resource 

utilization, etc.  

 resources, such as stocks, parts etc. 

 

Anylogic organizes processes in the form of flowcharts - a widely adopted graphical 

representation used in manufacturing, IT, logistics, business processes, etc. Flowcharts in 

AnyLogic are object oriented which enables the user to model large hierarchical, scalable 

and complex systems at any level of detail. Enterprise Library also allows organizing complex 

animations of process models. Key elements of Enterprise Library are discussed below: 

 

 Entity. It is a base class for all units that are generated, take part in the process flow 

and use the resources in process-centric models. In manufacturing an entity may 

represent a product, a part, a piece of information, a pallet, a vehicle- anything that is 

an object in the process. Standard entity has a number of properties. These 

properties could be extended by organization of additional java class, with a set of 

properties defined by modeler. 
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 Source. 

 

It is an element, which generates entities. The entities may be standard, or of any 

Modeler can customize the generated entities by specifying the entity type in New 

entity field, and then specifying the action that should be performed before the 

entity exits the Source object in On exit action field. 

 Queue. 

 

This element acts as buffer of entities waiting to be accepted by the next object in 

the process flow. Another function could be storage for the entities. Modeler can 

also remove entities programmatically from any position in the queue.  

The queuing discipline is set to the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) by default and also 

supports priority-based sorting. There are two ways to set the priority. The first one 

is direct storage inside of the entity. The second one is priority calculation, which is 

based on the entity properties and/or external conditions. A queue which using 

prioritizing follows the algorithm:  

1. Accept incoming entity  

2. Evaluate its priority  

3. Set entity place in the queue regarding its priority  

 

 Delay. 

 

 

This element delays entities for a preset amount of time. The delay time may be set 

dynamically and depend on the entity type, properties and other conditions. Delay in 

a simulation of assembly system may be used as assembly operation at assembly 

station, packing, repair or any other operations, which require time. 

 

Enterprise library is very effective tool to model traditional linear assembly systems with a 

set tact time. Therefore this library is very useful to organize internal functions of assembly 

station. But for modeling self organizing shop floor, where elements properties and behavior 

are individual, it is important to include agent based modeling approach. 
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Agent-Based Modeling. For the practical applications agent based modeling can be defined 

as essentially decentralized, individual-centric approach to model design. The global system-

level behavior comes as a result of interactions of many individual behaviors.   

AnyLogic supports Agent Based modeling (as well as Discrete Event and System Dynamics 

Modeling) and allows to efficiently combine it with other approaches (Borshchev, 2014). A 

number of agents types in Anylogic model cannot be less than two. The first agent is a Main 

class. This is a class for a top-level object, which creates the environment. Another class 

creates an agent which act at this environment. Each agent has their own properties and 

functions. 

There is a big number of agents applications in literature. In order to define the agents 

properties for practical applications, number of statements is presented. These statements 

are based on the continuous research at the field of agent based modeling for practical 

applications (Borshchev, 2014): 

 Agents are not the same thing as cellular automata and they do not have to live in 

discrete space (like the grid in The Game of Life). In many agent based models space is 

not present at all. When space is needed, in most cases it is continuous, sometimes a 

geographical map or a facility floor plan. 

 Agent based modeling does not assume clock "ticks" or "steps" on which agents test 

conditions and make decisions (synchronous discrete time). Most well-built and 

efficient agent based models are asynchronous (conditions are tested and things 

happen only when they need to). Continuous time dynamics may also be a part of 

agent or environment behavior. 

 Agents are not necessarily people. Anything can be an agent: a vehicle, a piece of 

equipment, a project, an idea, an organization, an investment. A model of a steel 

converter plant where each machine is modeled as an agent and steel is produced as 

a result of their interaction, is an agent based model.  

 An object that seems to be absolutely passive can be an agent. For example, a pipe 

segment of a water supply network can be modeled as agent: we can associate with 

it maintenance and replacement schedules, cost, breakdown events. 

 There can be many and can be very few agents in an agent based model (compare 

the model of American automobile market and the model of steel converter plant). 

Agents can be of the same type and can be all of different types.  

 There are agent based models where agents do not interact at all. For example, in 

the area of health economics there are models of alcohol usage, obesity, chronic 

diseases where individual dynamics depends only on personal parameters and, 

sometimes, on the environment.  

 

Statecharts. Statechart are used to define more complex agents’ behavior. It is the most 

advanced tool to describe event- and time-driven agent behavior. Statecharts also describe 

the state space of a given algorithm, the events that cause a state transition and the actions 
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leading to state change. Statecharts open a wide variety of discrete behaviors, which is not 

limited to just idle/busy, open/closed, or up/down status offered by most of block-based 

tools. The behavior of a statechart is defined in a graphical editor using the elements shown 

in Fig. 7.3. 

 

 

Fig. 7.3 Statechart elements description (Anylogic, 2014b) 

 

Main elements of statechart are states and transitions. State represents a location of control 

with a particular set of reactions to conditions and/or events. Transitions may be triggered 

by user-defined conditions (timeouts or rates, messages received by the statechart, and 

Boolean conditions). Transition execution leads to a state change where a new set of 

transitions becomes active. States in the statechart may be hierarchical, i.e. contain other 

states and transitions. (Anylogic, 2014b) 

 

Variables. Any class and function in AnyLogic could contain variables. There are two main 

functions of variables: 

 

 Keep some data or object characteristics, which changes over time 

 Keep the results of model simulation 

 

There are two types of variables supported by AnyLogic – variables and collections. Variable 

is a single changeable element of a random scalar type or Java class. A collection represents 

a number of objects, known as its elements. Collections could have following functions: 
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 Group and operate with multiple elements inside one unit 

 Keep and process aggregated data.  

 

There are possibilities to store duplicate elements inside one collection, and organize them 

in one particular order. 

 

7.2 BAS AnyLogic model organization 

 
All acting elements inside the model are defined as classes as shown in Fig. 7.4. There are 6 

classes in a project: Main, Customer Order, Assembly Station, Robot, Operator and robotok. 

 

 

Fig. 7.4. BAS model classes in Anylogic 
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Main. This agent class is a parent class, which represents system shop floor and BAS Cloud. 

This class creates an environment, where all agents are acting and communicating. Main has 

four replicated agents’ objects: orders, stations, robots and operators. It also holds the main 

functions needed for other agent classes. Main creates the number of agents of each type 

with defined properties. There are three ways how agents are defined at main. 

 

1) Automatically from external database. Stations properties are taken from station 

technical input data file (Tab. 7.2), which is connected to main with database connectivity 

tool.  

 

Tab. 7.2 Station technical input data file 

Num Name X Y Rot 
Ability 

1 
Time 

Ability 

2 

Time, 

sec 
State 

Stock 

Capacity 

Reset 

time 

AS1 BD1 1075 135 90 Op1-5 21 X 21 1 5000 300 

AS2 BD2 1185 140 120 Op1-6 17 X 17 1 5000 300 

AS3 C1 915 680 270 Op1-12 20 X 20 1 500 600 

AS4 C2 835 680 270 Op1-13 20 X 20 1 500 600 

AS5 ES1 755 135 90 Op1-2 17 X 17 1 600 350 

AS6 ES2/ES 1250 580 225 Op1-8 17 Op2-2 17 1 600 600 

AS7 FIX1 840 470 150 Op1-10 14 Op2-8 14 1 10000 600 

AS8 FIX2 790 385 150 Op1-11 22 Op2-9 22 1 1000 600 

AS9 FP-AS 675 135 90 X 20 Op2-10 20 1 2500 600 

AS10 GUM1 1325 385 180 X 14 Op2-4 14 1 600 600 

AS11 GUM2 1325 300 180 X 14 Op2-5 14 1 5000 600 

AS12 HEAT1 835 135 90 Op1-3 24 Op2-6 24 1 30000 600 

AS13 HEAT2 995 135 90 Op1-3 13 Op2-6 13 1 30000 600 

AS14 PAC 260 405 0 Op1-18 10 Op2-13 10 1 1000 600 

AS15 QC1-1 570 170 60 Op1-15 8 Op2-11 8 1 500 600 

AS16 QC1-2 675 680 270 Op1-16 19 Op2-12 19 1 500 600 

AS17 QC2-1 505 205 60 Op1-15 10 Op2-11 10 1 500 600 

AS18 QC2-2 570 665 300 Op1-16 10 Op2-12 10 1 500 600 

AS19 QC3 505 630 300 Op1-17 8 X 8 1 500 600 

AS20 REP 740 300 150 X 20 X 20 2 0 600 

AS21 ROTATE 1075 680 270 Op1-9 12 X 12 1 30000 600 

AS22 ROTOR 1325 470 180 Op1-7 21 Op2-3 21 1 500 600 

AS23 STATOR 915 135 90 Op1-4 16 Op2-7 16 1 1000 600 

AS24 V1 755 680 270 Op1-14 20 X 20 1 500 300 

 

Main reads following station parameters: 
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 Num. Station number from one till the last according to the Station technical input 

Data File 

 Name. Station technical input Data File. This name is also shown at the layout for 

operator orientation. 

 X. Station coordinate X. According to this coordinate station will be aligned 

horizontally on the layout. 

 Y. Station coordinate Y. According to this coordinate station will be aligned 

vertically on the layout. 

 Rot. Station rotation angle. According to this angle station rotation will be aligned 

on the layout. 

 Ability N. Station Ability. The operation number, which station is able to produce. 

There could be more than one option for each assembly station. 

 Time N, sec. Station Time. Time, which is required to make the operation. 

 State. Station state. 1 - online, 2 – offline. 

 Stock Capacity. Station stock capacity. If this number gets to 0, station is not able 

to work anymore. Operator would need to make a setup. 

 Reset time. Time needed to finish one station setup. 

 

2) Manually with a button function. Customer orders and operators are created from the 

button, as shown at Fig. 7.5. Agent properties are set inside the function. Such agents could 

be created within an experiment any time on users click. It is possible to preset standard 

agent’s properties, and they will be copied for each of agent. This allows user to take part at 

working scenario and model different system behaviors. The function CreateRobot() is 

shown in Tab. 7.3. 

 

3) Automatically with event. Robot agents are activated with an event. This event is 

triggered when number of conditions is fulfilled. For example when number of robots is 

lower than optimal, Main class automatically creates additional robots using event. 
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Fig. 7.5 Agent creation with a button function 
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Tab. 7.3. CreateRobot function of class main() 

Parameters 

Name Value 

Static false 

Access Type default 

Use Units false 

Function body 

Body double RobotX = 395; 

double RobotY = 275; 

//traceln( time() + " Robot created! " ); 

Robot robot = add_robot( RobotX, RobotY, Priority, 

RobotNum, OrderNum, ProdType); //create a new 

agent 

 robot.setXY( RobotX, RobotY ); 

 RobotReport.println(Math.ceil(time()*100)/100+

"; Robot "+RobotNum+"; Created!"); 

 RobotReport.close(); 

 traceln( time() + " Robot created! and RNum " + 

RobotNum + " OrderNum is " + OrderNum); 

 

Customer order. This agent represents a customer, giving the set of assembly orders. Each 

customer order has its own priority, product type and volume. This orders come to the 

queue of orders. These orders are sorted according to the priority. When each order leaves 

the queue, a new RAO is generated. 

Assembly station. This agent represents all stations inside the system. All initial station 

properties are created by Main according to Station technical input data file. At this case 

station has its number, name, abilities to make one or more operations, time for each 

operation, Stock Capacity and Reset time. Two last properties are needed for station setup 

modeling. Station setup process described by statechart, which is placed at the station 

desktop. Main desktop of Assembly station agent is shown in Fig. 7.6.  
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Fig. 7.6 Main desktop of Assembly Station agent 
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Statechart consist of two states: working and setup. These states are connected with two 

transitions. Transition to setup is triggered by condition: station stock equals to null. When it 

happens, station automatically gets to the setup state and blocks all other operations. The 

transition to working state is only possible if station will get a message about OSO successful 

finish.  

Station presentation is at the left corner of desktop. If station is active, the color is green, 

and if not - red. Other desktop elements include station parameters, local variables, needed 

for the proper simulation functioning and station functions. 

 

robotok. This is an additional entity class, which represents assembly pallet. It has additional 

properties and helps to connect assembly station and mobile robot agents. It has a number 

of properties, which hold information needed for modeling purposes. Structure of robotok 

entity is shown in Tab. 7.4. 

 

Tab. 7.4. robotok entity properties 

Name Value 

robotok  *  

 */public class robotok extends com.xj.anylogic.libraries.enterprise.Entity 

implements java.io.Serializable { 

 

  String RobotName; 

  int RobotPriority; 

  double Time; 

  double Att1; 

  int Att2; 

  String Att3; 

 

    public robotok(){ 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Constructor initializing the fields 

     */      

    public robotok(String RobotName, int RobotPriority, double Time, double 

Att1, int Att2, String Att3){ 

  this.RobotName = RobotName; 

  this.RobotPriority = RobotPriority; 

  this.Time = Time; 

  this.Att1 = Att1; 

  this.Att2 = Att2; 
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  this.Att3 = Att3; 

    }      

 @Override 

 public String toString() { 

  return   

   "RobotName = " + RobotName +" " + 

   "RobotPriority = " + RobotPriority +" " + 

   "Time = " + Time +" " + 

   "Att1 = " + Att1 +" " + 

   "Att2 = " + Att2 +" " + 

   "Att3 = " + Att3 +" "; 

 } 

 private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 

} 

 

Robot. This agent class represents BAS mobile robot. All BAS robot behavior is organized in 

working algorithm. This algorithm consists of 5 sections:  

 

1. Search of RAO 

2. Reservation and preparation of RAO 

3. Assembly sequence loop 

4. "Best operation" search loop 

5. Post-assembly actions 

 

These sections are described in previous chapter. This algorithm could be transferred to 

Anylogic using statechart tools. Each section has a number of robot states and transitions 

between them. Transformed mobile robot algorithm is described by statechart of robot 

agent class shown in Fig. 7.7. 
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7.7. Robot agent class statechart
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1. Search of RAO. When mobile robot is activated, it comes from entry statechart point to 

the NewOrder state. Transition to the next state will be triggered if only RAO is found.  

 

2. Reservation and preparation of RAO. This section includes order reservation by signing its 

own ID into the RAO file, and physical shop floor movement to the pool of pallet. Movement 

is organized with use of moveTo( X, Y ) function of Anylogic. The coordinates of Pool of 

Pallets are taken from BAS Cloud and used as X,Y for a moveTo function. 

 

3. Assembly sequence loop. This loop includes four main states:  

 Search of the new assembly station. The search loop is explained at Section 4.  

 Moving to assembly station. As at the previous step, movement is organized using 

moveTo() function. 

 Assembly operation. This step consists of two states - waiting in a queue and 

assembly operation. There is a possibility for a robot to search for alternative station 

while staying in a queue. It constantly makes the search loop, as seen in section 4' at 

Fig. 7.7. If the candidate station is found, robot signs out from the current queue and 

drives to another station. 

 Repair. After of each assembly operation quality control is performed. Quality state 

failures are randomly generated for 2% of each product. When quality state is 

negative, robot moves to the repair station, where waits for an operator agent. 

The number of assembly steps robot downloads from RAO File. The loop is repeated till the 

last assembly step is completed. 

 

4. / 4' Best operation" search loop. For each assembly step robot has to find the best station 

from available ones. If all preconditions are satisfied and this operation was not completed 

yet, robot requires station IDs and operation times suitable for this assembly operation.  

There is no predefined solution for this loop, therefore the search process is organized in 

two additional Java functions: ChooseOperations() and GetStation(). These functions are 

designed as separate functions within agent class robot, and could be used by any agent of 

this type. As an example ChooseOperations() function listing and properties are shown in 

Tab. 7.5. This function is responsible for checking operation availability by comparing 

preconditions set with list of completed operations. It reads the mobile robot assembly 

matrix, and for each operation compares list of finished operations with preconditions. 

When operation is suitable for the next assembly step it is copied to the Options collection. 

When the operation options are chosen, robot starts GetStation() function from Main. This 

station searches for the best time to finish the assembly operation and returns station ID. 

 

5. Post-assembly actions Robot gets an empty pallet from the packing station and checks if 

there is any available order for this pallet type on a cloud. If yes, robot reserves it by 
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horizontally uploading its own ID number to the cloud. Then it horizontally uploads Pallet ID 

and Pallet Quality State fields of the RAO data file. 

If there are no available orders for this pallet, robot brings the pallet back to the pool of 

pallets. Movement is organized with use of moveTo( X, Y ) function of Anylogic. The 

coordinates of Pool of Pallets are taken from BAS Cloud and used as X,Y for a moveTo 

function. After that it gets a new state from Main class. If it stays Standby, it goes to Section 

1. If it gets Switched-off state, it drives to the pool of robots and shuts-down automatically. 

 

Tab.7.5 ChooseOperations function of robot agent class 

Parameters 

Name Value 

Static false 

Access Type default 

Use Units false 

Function body 

for (int j=1;j<=ProductCounter;j++) 

{ 

 for(int b=2;b=get_Main().stations.size();b++) 

 { 

  if (ProductChoose.cellExists(1,j,b)==true) 

  { 

  if(preconditions.contains(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,b))==false) 

  { 

   String p= ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,b); 

   preconditions.add(p); 

  } 

  } 

 } 

 //traceln("j= "+j+" ; "+preconditions); 

  

 if ((AssemblyMatrix.contains (ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,1))!=true)  

 &&(AssemblyMatrix.containsAll(preconditions))) 

 { 

  Options.add(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,1)); 

  traceln("j= "+j+" ;opts= "+Options); 

 } 

 preconditions.clear(); 

} 

traceln("Robot "+Num+"; Step "+counter+"; Options "+Options); 
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People. This agent represents core subsystem operators. These operators are responsible 

for assembly, setup and repair orders. At first case they act as manual assembly station and 

get their SAOs as other stations. Operator statechart is shown in Fig. 7.8. 

 

 

Fig. 7.8. Operator statechart 

 

 Getting Work. Operator initial state is GettingWork. At this state operator gets 

Repair or Setup work. Setup work has a priority, and if there are setup orders, 

operator will choose them first. 

 Moving. Operator moves to the chosen station for setup or repair station. The 

movement is organized using moveTo(X,Y) function. Operator agent uses preset 

path, called PolylineOperator, as shown in Tab. 7.6. At first case it gets X,Y from the 

chosen station, at the second case, from repair station.  

Tab.7.6 Driving / DrivingToRep state description of operator agent class 

Name Value 

General 

Entry Action OpNewX=get_Main().stations.get(NextStNum).myX; 

OpNewY=get_Main().stations.get(NextStNum).myY; 

moveTo(OpNewX, 

OpNewY,get_Main().PolylineOperator); 
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 Working. Repairs are organized at one by one basis. That means, operator checks 

after each repair operation if there is an setup order. Station setups may last longer 

period of time, therefore operator pause time is also counted. 

 Pause. Each operator gets his preset pause. This acts as a timer. When pause is over 

it gets back to his duties. 

 Finish. Operator gets finished state when his shift is over. The shift length could be 

set as the preference and set to default eight hours. 

 

7.3 Summary 
 
This chapter focuses on design of the tool for system behavior and characteristics 

verification. The best candidate of this tool is simulation model. Designed tool allows 

observation and verification of the general system scenarios without physical 

implementation. 

Designed tool, based on AnyLogic software allows the complete analysis of BAS behaviour 

and working characteristics. All BAS shop floor elements act as agents within one 

environment. Therefore tool allows to set the parameters of each BAS element and see the 

interactions in real-time. The tool is suitable for microanalysis of each element as well as 

general analysis of system behaviour and performances. 

The main challenge is the description of BAS simulation tool and translation of BAS working 

scenarios and algorithms into the internal functions of AnyLogic. Developed additional JAVA 

functions allow to enlarge the tool possibilities and describe exact working scenario. Initial 

adjustments are made for the case of two product families assembly with minimal number 

of stations. 
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Chapter 8 
Experiments and Analysis 

 
This chapter presents BAS behavior analysis, based on simulation based tool. This allows to 

test different working modes, conditions and amount of needed robots and stations. The 

tool could be used to minimize the risk of bad investment in case of system increase. The 

experiments deal with following tasks:  

1. System behavior analysis. General system analysis and verification. Initial layout 

verification and optimization. Search and optimization of system week points. 

2. Robot behavior analysis. Robot working scenario analysis and algorithm verification. 

Analysis of dynamic sequence planning algorithm. 

3. System performance comparisons. Comparison of system behavior for single 

product family and both product family runs. 

4. Comparison of FAS and BAS. The comparisons of main characteristics, modes of 

assembly, control system, workers integration and reconfiguration. 

 

8.1 System behavior analysis  

 
In this experiment BAS diagnostics and its internal reserves and reaction will be analyzed and 

verified. The experiment is organized to verify and optimize initial system layout using 

internal system reserves.  

The goal of experiment is to understand, if simulation tool could show system weak points 

and the ways to improve them.  

The assembly mode in first experiment is BAS normal working mode that means that system 

works without breaks and interruptions at continuous mode of assembly. Three system 

operators are responsible for system setups and work continuously without technical 

breaks. Initial layout consists of 24 stations, located as shown in Fig. 8.1.  

Initial layout is organized with a minimal number of stations, and other ones are stored at 

the supplementary subsystem. The goal is to find an optimal stations combination for a 

given product run. 
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Fig. 8.1. Anylogic experiment view of BAS 
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This figure presents AnyLogic main experiment window. Active stations are marked with 

green, and inactive in red. Only inactive station is repair station. Scenario includes five 

independent runs. Average station utilization for number of runs is calculated according to 

(8.1).  

        
   

 

     
 

 

   
   ,         (8.1) 

 

where 

i - is number of station, 

N - Total number of runs 

n - number of run. 

Trunn - time needed to complete nth run, 

   
 - is ith station working time within nth run. 

 

 

Average queue length is calculated according to (8.2).  

 

          
  

 

   
   ,         (8.2) 

 

where  

i - is number of station, 

N - Total number of runs.  

n - number of run. 

  
  - is a mean of the number of robots in front of ith station within nth run.  

 

The experiment is organized in three steps.  

 

Step 1. This step focuses on initial system analysis. This includes analysis of the 3 product 

runs: 

 

 P1 - product run of 3500 double-sided motors 

 P2 - product run of 3500 one-sided motors 

 P1+P2 - product run of 3500 double-sided motors and 3500 one-sided motors at the 

same time. 

 

Fig. 8.2 shows the diagram for average station utilization (a). Maximal utilization in ideal 

scenario could achieve 100%. Average station queue length are shown in Fig. 8.2 (b).  
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a) 

 
 

b) 

 
 

Fig. 8. 2. Step 1. Diagrams for average station utilization (a) and average station queue 

length (b)  
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The value of the queue length is restricted only by number of active robots in the system. 

Initial number of robots is set to 60. It means that queue length cannot exceed 60 robots. 

At the single runs average utilization of used stations is about 60%. This figure includes only 

stations included into assembly process. But average system utilization for the third case is 

lower than 50%. 

Reason of this difference is bottleneck at station FIX2, which is responsible for fixture of 

motor and electrical components. Average queue length for this station is 15 robots. 

Therefore this station must be backed up.  

 

Step 2. To improve this situation an additional station for fixture of motor and electrical 

components FIX2-2 is added. This station is stored as reserve station in supplementary 

subsystem, so it is easy to include it into the layout. The results of this optimization are 

shown at Fig. 8.3. Average system utilization increased from 44 to 53%, and the run 

production time decreased on 20%. That means that for this number of robots system 

became balanced, because average queue length became less than 1.  

To increase the system utilization additional 20 robots were introduced into the system. 

Injection of additional 20 robots shows another bottleneck, station ES-2/ES This station is 

overloaded due to the work for both product families. Utilization increase is less than 2% per 

station.  
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b) 

 
 

Fig. 8. 3. Step 2. Diagrams for average station utilization (a) and average station queue 

length (b) with additional station FIX2 

 

Step 3. An optimization possibility is to transform the station ES1 into the ES1/ES. This would 

mean that it will be opened for an end-shield assembly for the one-sided electrical motor 

family. The results of this optimization are shown at Fig. 8.4. Trials of layout 3 are made with 

60 and 80 robots. At first case results are similar to the layout 2, but the utilization of end 

shield stations becomes balanced. With use of 80 robots average system utilization 

increased from 53% to 64%, and the run production time decreased on 15%. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
 

Fig. 8. 4. Step 3. Diagrams for average station utilization (a) and average station queue 

length (b) with additional station FIX2 and reorganized station ES-1/ES 
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Results. Developed system has a higher flexibility, then systems of previous generation. This 

means that there are a lot of factors influencing on the system behavior. Experiment shows 

following results: 

 

1. Diagnostics. Developed simulation tool shows its suitability for deep system analysis 

as well as prediction of system bottlenecks. System diagnostics for particular 

experiment gives following output: 

 

 System initial layout with minimal number of stations has a number of 

bottlenecks. 

 An optimal number of mobile robots is dynamic and strongly depends on the 

system configuration 

 Stations variation. The number and type of assembly stations is variable. Optimal 

number of assembly stations depends on the run mix as well as products 

technical data.  

 

2. Internal reserves and reaction of the system. System has internal reserves to 

increase the utilization and decrease the run time. Experiment shows that 

introduction of additional stations, as well as internal reconfiguration of BAS gives 

the possibility to increase the system utilization. 

 

8.2 Robot behavior analysis  

 
This experiment is focused on analysis of mobile robot behavior at normal working scenario 

and scenario with disturbances. For this reason number of simulations is made to analyze 

robot behavior. All history of mobile robot actions is stored in log data file at BAS cloud. 

Therefore it is easy to export and analyze the data after working scenario. There are 

possibilities to choose optimal assembly operation for an assembly step and optimal station 

for this operation. 

 

Step.1. Analysis of alternative stations.  

Mobile robot could make an assembly of one product using different trajectories. Therefore 

to track its behavior there is an analysis of its trajectory given. The first analysis shows how 

many times robot chooses one of alternative stations. Example of this an analyze of robot 

R15 behavior, shown at Fig.8.5.  

The quality control stations QC1-1 and QC1-2 are alternative for operation QC1 for double-

sided motor. Experiment shows that QC1 operation was made almost equal number of times 

on both alternative stations by this particular robot within one product run.  

The quality control stations QC2-1 and QC2-2 are alternative for operation QC2 for double-

sided motor. However operation QC2 was made in 80% of cases at station QC2-2.  
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Op1-15                                                             Op1-16                 h 

Fig. 8.5. Analysis of alternative stations usage. 

 

Step.2. Analysis of alternative operations.  

For each step robot is free to choose an assembly operation. The trajectory used by more 

than 70% of robots for double-sided motor assembly is shown at Tab 8.1. Most of the robots 

choose first the alternative operation of fan assembly than assemble a capacitor.  

 

Tab. 8.1. Assembly sequence for double-sided electrical motor family 

Step 1 Op1-1 POOL-P 

Step 2 Op1-2 ES-1 

Step 3 Op1-3 HEAT 

Step 4 Op1-4 STATOR 

Step 5 Op1-5 BD1 

Step 6 Op1-6 BD2 

Step 7 Op1-7 ROTOR 

Step 8 Op1-8 2ES / ES 

Step 9 Op1-9 ROTATE 

Step 10 Op1-10 FIX-1 

Step 11 Op1-11 FIX-2 

Step 12 Op1-14 V-1 

Step 13 Op1-12 C-1 

Step 14 Op1-13 C-2 

Step 15 Op1-15 QC1-1 / QC1-2 

Step 16 Op1-17 QC-3 

Step 17 Op1-16 QC2-1 / QC2-2 

Step 18 Op1-18 PAK 

 

QC1-1 

QC1-2 

QC2-1 

QC2-2 
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The trajectory used by more than 65% of robots for double-sided motor assembly is shown 

at Tab 8.2. The heating operation and stator assembly are preferred to be completed earlier 

than assembling of rubber buffer.  

 

Tab. 8.2. Assembly sequence for one-sided electrical motor family 

Step 1 Op2-1 POOL-P 

Step 2 Op2-2 2ES/ES 

Step 3 Op2-3 ROTOR 

Step 4 Op2-6 HEAT 

Step 5 Op2-7 STATOR 

Step 6 Op2-4 GUM1 

Step 7 Op2-5 GUM2 

Step 8 Op2-8 FIX-1 

Step 9 Op2-9 FIX-2 

Step 10 Op2-10 FP-AS 

Step 11 Op2-11 QC1-1 / QC1-2 

Step 12 Op2-12 QC2-1 / QC2-2 

Step 13 Op2-13 PAK 

 

Disturbances analysis. An overall assembly time for one product within one run with 

disturbances has 250% tolerance. That means that the quickest robots could finish their task 

2,5 times faster, then the slowest ones. This could be explained by different path and 

trajectories planning, as well as station setup breaks. The 60% of robots are faster than 

average assembly time within a run. 

 

Results. Results of this experiments show that model reflects robot behavior, described in 

previous chapters. Robots choose an optimal station and operations for each assembly steps 

and form their unique dynamic assembly sequences.  

 

1. Prognosis: An experiment shows that the system has the possibility to develop 

alternative production scenarios, based on the actual state of the system as well as 

on the algorithm for the real-time sequence planning, for a period of time in 

advance.  

2. Optimization of production process: Modeling of robot scenarios and working with 

its log data opens wide possibilities for layout optimizations. This data of BAS’s work 

could be used for the human operator support for the BAS most suitable working 

scenario allocation.  

3. Interface between BAS and the environment: BAS cloud structure organizes the 

internal communication and opens wide possibilities to work with log data. The 

information and material flow between BAS and its environment is organized and 

each transaction can be reconstructed.  
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8.3. System performance comparisons 

 
This experiment shows BAS performances for assembly of different run mixes. At this 

experiment system is tested at three different run mixes: 

 100% Double-sided motor family 

 100% One-sided motor family 

 50/50 mix from double-sided and one-sided motor families 

Each run was simulated five times. A comparison is based on average run time. The results 

are shown at Fig. 8.6.  

The initial runs include 2000 pieces of electrical motors of each type. The given run time in 

single mode sums up two single modes times, and exceeds 1400 minutes. However the 

mixed mode time is about 850 minutes for a run. That means that system is able to cover the 

target volume of 4000 motors daily.  

 

 

Fig. 8.6. Comparison of run assembly time for single and mixed assembly modes 

For single run performances system is comparable with traditional FAS. However the 

additional transport and docking increases an assembly run time.  
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Real advantage of BAS could be observed in a mixed mode. Due to the higher machines 

utilization and sequence planning flexibility system decreasing its run time using its internal 

reserves. 

 

Results. This case experiment shows following results. 

 Designed system is not competitive in a single run mode, due to the similar results 

but much higher reorganization costs 

 It is competitive in a mixed mode 

 The run assembly time strongly depends on the product mix 

 System could decrease the run time using the internal reserves 

 The target system daily productivity is achieved in a mixed mode of assembly 

 Simulation is suitable for research and assessment of the best run mix 

 

8.4. Comparison of FAS and BAS 

 
Mode of assembly 

FAS has the trend of specialization on the family of product type. That means that it is 

effective only with limited aims, complexity, and scope. Investigation shows that FAS are 

more effective in assembly of one family of electrical motors. 

BAS is more universal and could be used for more product families. Investigation shows that 

BAS is more effective in mix mode of two electrical motor families. 

 

Control system 

FAS control structure is based on sub-ordination. This approach uses complex software with 

the intelligence at the highest level. This structure allows the system respond quickly on the 

customer demand. The main disadvantage of this concept is its lack of flexibility for the 

disturbances and inability to solve the assembly problems on the lower system level. 

BAS has a hybrid control structure. This approach allows to use more simple software, which 

distributes system intelligence. This structure allows to combine the top-down subsystem on 

upper level and self-organizing subsystem on shop floor level. Main problem of this concept 

is a conflict between these subsystems. Introduced BAS cloud concept solves the problem of 

communication between the subsystems. This leads to the increase of control system 

performance and general robustness. 
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Workers Integration 

FAS has no possibility to include workers in assembly process. Inclusion of workers will lead 

to the system imbalance and would require additional reconfiguration, replaning and 

balancing of FAS. 

BAS gives the possibility to include worker as alternative manual assembly station. Inclusion 

of additional workers increases system efficiency step-by-step without big additional 

investments. 

 

Reconfiguration 

FAS has a limited possibility of layout reconfiguration. Any additional element has to be 

integrated with the whole system replanning. Fall out of one component makes the system 

unable to continue system work. 

BAS allows dynamic reconfigurations with possibilities to introduce additional elements 

without additional replanning. BAS layout variability opens a possibility of constant increase 

of system capabilities. In case of one component fall out, BAS has an ability to reconfigure 

and continue the system work.  

 

8.4. Summary 

 
A number of experiments were organized to verify BAS behavior under the industrial 

conditions. Developed system has a higher flexibility, then systems of previous generation. 

This means that there a lot of factors influencing on the system behavior. Experiments show 

a number of system and tool characteristics: 

 

BAS characteristics 

 

1. The experiments show that BAS answers the planned characteristics of prognosis, 

internal reserves, diagnostics and communication organization 

2. BAS initial layout with minimal number of stations has a number of bottlenecks, 

which are diagnosed with simulation tool 

3. An optimal number of mobile robots is dynamic and strongly depends on the system 

configuration 

4. System has internal reserves to increase the utilization and decrease the run time 

5. Robots choose an optimal station and operations for each assembly steps and form 

their unique dynamic assembly sequences.  

6. BAS is not competitive in a single run mode, due to the similar results but much 

higher reorganization costs 
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7. BAS is competitive in a mixed mode due to its flexibility and internal reserves 

8. The run assembly time strongly depends on the product mix 

9. System could decrease the run time using the internal reserves 

10. The target BAS daily productivity of 4000 motors is achieved in a mixed mode of 

assembly 

 

Simulation tool characteristics 

 

 Simulation is suitable for research and assessment of the best run mix 

 Simulation tool is suitable for deep system analysis as well as prediction and of 

bottlenecks  

 Model reflects robot behavior, described in previous chapters 

 Modeling of robot scenarios and working with its log data opens wide possibilities for 

layout optimizations 
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Conclusion 
 
This dissertation describes the results of research and development of working scenarios 

and algorithms for self-organizing assembly systems. The main goal is investigating the 

suitability of self-organizing systems for the assembly of technical products with a electrical 

motor complexity level.  

1. The result of this investigation shows that studied concept of self-organizing Bionic 

Assembly System is suitable for assembly of the multiple number of product families 

with a complexity level of electrical motor. The verification of this concept is 

organized as simulation of working scenarios and strategies for assembly of two 

families of electrical motors.  

2. The cloud concept has been implemented as informational interface between sub-

ordinated and self-organizing subsystems of BAS control structure. The 

implementation of cloud concept brings following advantages: 

 direct and simple horizontal communication on BAS Shop-Floor 

 connection of sub-ordinated and self-organized subsystems 

 storage of system log data 

 storage of system technical data 

 

The disadvantages of BAS cloud application are: 

 Disconnection of central control system from the shop-floor elements 

 Need in additional cloud backup system 

 Need in additional data security algorithms 

 

3. Assembly robots have to complete an assembly order in shortest possible time. Time 

is influenced by the robot ability to choose the alternative stations for one operation 

and alternative assembly operations for one assembly step. The mobile robot 

algorithm for the selection of the most suitable assembly operation-station 

combination, based on the shortest time is developed. The algorithm allows to find 

out sub-optimal trajectory for each robot, considering system states and conditions. 

Simulation shows that implementation of this algorithm allows to decrease assembly 

run time. 



Conclusion  
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4. Simulation-based investigation of working scenarios and strategies of developed 

system gives the possibilities to: 

 determine the optimal range of mobile robots in the system 

 analyze system bottlenecks and develop the strategy for their elimination. 

 find the most suitable system working scenarios for given product mix 

 support the human operators in decision-making process 

 determine the product family/type mix ratio, based on the highest BAS 

utilization. 

Future research will be focused on the further analysis and implementation of self-

organizing systems to the industrial applications. This includes the further development of 

BAS cloud communication and its connectivity with top-down control subsystem. Other part 

of further research will be focused on the experiments and further implementation of BAS 

concept for plant optimizations. 
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Appendix 
A. Anylogic listing 

 
This listing presents elements and functions of agent class Robot. This includes robot 

parameters, functions, events, collection, statechart elements (transitions, states, branches), 

statistics elements and excel files connectivity elements 

Full program listing on 128 pages is available via permanent link http://goo.gl/H4rlKg 

 

Agent Type: Robot   

       
Name Value    
General    
Exclude From Build false    
Advanced    
Limit the number of array elements false    
Auto-create Datasets true    
Entity actions    
Flowcharts Usage ENTITY    
Movement parameters    
Velocity 15    
Rotate Animation Towards Movement true    
Advanced    
Make Default View Area true    
Movement parameters    
Rotate Animation Vertically false    
Advanced Java    
Generic false    
Advanced    
Recurrence 1    

       Parameter: RobotX   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    

       
           
       
Name Value    
Exclude From Build false    
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Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Parameter: RobotY   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    
Exclude From Build false    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Parameter: RobotPriority   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    
Exclude From Build false    
Type String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Parameter: Num   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    
Exclude From Build false    
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Name Value    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Parameter: OrderNum   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    
Exclude From Build false    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Parameter: RobotProduct   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Array false    
Exclude From Build false    
Type String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Modificator STATIC    
Use Units false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Editor    
Editor Control TEXT_BOX    

       

Function: ChooseStations   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
ReturnModificator VOID    
Show At Runtime true    
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Name Value    
Arguments    
Parameters ()    
Advanced    
Access Type default    
Function body    
Body for (int j=1;j<=ProductCounter;j++) 

{ 

for(int b=2;b<28;b++)//50 number of 0s in excel sheet string. could 

be more or less. 

 { 

 if (ProductChoose.cellExists(1,j,b)==true) 

  { 

 

 if(preconditions.contains(ProductChoose.getCellStringVal

ue(1,j,b))==false) 

  { 

  String p= 

ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,b); 

  preconditions.add(p); 

  } 

  } 

 } 

 //traceln("j= "+j+" ; "+preconditions); 

  

 if 

((AssemblyMatrix.contains(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,1

))!=true)&&(AssemblyMatrix.containsAll(preconditions))) 

 { 

 

 Options.add(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue(1,j,1)); 

  traceln("j= "+j+" ;opts= "+Options); 

 } 

preconditions.clear(); 

} 

traceln("Robot "+Num+"; Step "+counter+"; Options "+Options); 

 

   

Advanced    
Use Units false    
Static false    

       

Event: event   

       
Name Value    
General    
Occurence Time 30    
Recurrence 0.5    
Show name true    
Mode cyclic    
Event Recurrence Time Unit MODEL_TIME_UNIT    
Exclude From Build false    
Occurs At Time true    
Trigger Type timeout    
Show At Runtime true    
Action    
Action if (get_Main().Clock==Num) 

RobotStatechart.receiveMessage(Num); 
   

       

Variable: varX   

       
Name Value    
General    
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Show name true    
       
                     
Name Value    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 400    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: varY   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 520    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: counter   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 1    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: ProductNum   

       
Description: Number of the stations in the Product Matrix   
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Name Value    
General    
Show name true    

       Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 1    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Description    
Description Number of the stations in the Product Matrix    
Advanced    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: ProductCounter   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 1    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: ProductChoose   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value Product1    
Type ExcelFile    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: time   
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Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value -10000    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: StNum   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 0    
Type int    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: StTimeToFinish   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 0    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: CurrentStTimeToFinish   

       
Name Value    
General    
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Name Value    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value 0    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: ChMess   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Initial Value false    
Type boolean    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: OrderTime   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Type double    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: PartNum   

       
Name Value    
General    
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Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    

       
           
       
Name Value    
Type String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Variable: ChooseStationsPartNum   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Type String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Use Units false    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    
Constant false    

       

Collection: preconditions   

       
Name Value    
General    
Collection Class ArrayList    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Element Class String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Colleciton Initializer Code {}    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    

       

Collection: AssemblyMatrix   

       
Name Value    
General    
Collection Class ArrayList    
Show name true    
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Exclude From Build false    
Element Class String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    

    
  
Name Value    
Access Type public    
Colleciton Initializer Code {}    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    

       

Collection: Options   

       
Name Value    
General    
Collection Class ArrayList    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Element Class String    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Access Type public    
Colleciton Initializer Code {}    
Static false    
Save In Snapshot true    

       

Statechart Entry Point: RobotStatechart   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Show At Runtime true    

           

Transition: MovetoPallet   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Action RobotX=getX(); RobotY=getY(); 

traceln (RobotX + " ; " + RobotY); 

varX=400; 

varY=520; 

moveTo( varX, varY ); 

   

Exclude From Build false    
Guard (get_Main().customerOrder.get( 

get_Main().GetNumberFromPar(OrderNum,get_Main().customerOr

der)).TakenNumber>=0) == true 

   

Trigger Type timeout    
Timeout 1    

       

Transition: transition4   
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Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type arrival    

       

Transition: MoveToNextStation   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type condition    
Condition AssemblyMatrix.contains(Options)==false    

       

Transition: transition6   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action RobotX=getX(); RobotY=getY(); 

traceln("I am giving to the station "+StNum+ " my number " +Num); 

//get_Main().stations.get(StNum).TimeToOut(RobotPriority, Num); 

get_Main().stations.get(StNum).RobotNum=Num; 

get_Main().stations.get(StNum).RobotProd=RobotProduct; 

get_Main().stations.get(StNum).Inject(RobotPriority); 

time=time(); 

   

Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type arrival    

       

Transition: ChangeMe   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Filter Type equalsTo    

                  
       
Name Value    
Equals Num    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type message    
Message Type int    

       

Transition: NotChanged   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type condition    
Condition (CurrentStTimeToFinish<=StTimeToFinish==true) || 

(!get_Main().stations.get(StNum).IsInQueue(RobotPriority,Num))  
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Transition: transition9   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type condition    
Condition (CurrentStTimeToFinish>StTimeToFinish==true)&&(get_Main().stat

ions.get(StNum).IsInQueue(RobotPriority,Num)==true) 
   

       

Transition: transition8   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action ChMess=false;    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type condition    
Condition ChMess    

       

Transition: transition2   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type timeout    
Timeout 2    

       

Transition: transition   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action /*ChooseStations(); 

//StNum=get_Main().GetStation(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue 
   

           
       
Name Value    

 (1,counter,1),RobotPriority,Num); 

CurrentStTimeToFinish=StTimeToFinish; 

varX = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myX; 

varY = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myY; 

traceln (RobotX + " ; " + RobotY+ " ; " + counter + " "); 

moveTo( varX, varY, get_Main().polyline );*/ 

 

   

Exclude From Build false    
Default Transition false    
Condition counter<=ProductCounter == true    

       

Transition: transition3   

       
Name Value    
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General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Default Transition false    
Condition counter<ProductCounter == false    

       

Transition: MoveToPackaging   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type arrival    

       

Transition: transition5   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type timeout    
Timeout 1    

       

Transition: MoveToPoolOfRobots   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Action int 

y=get_Main().GetNumberFromPar(OrderNum,get_Main().customer

Order); 

get_Main().customerOrder.get(y).StCustomerOrder.receiveMessag

e("ThatsAll"); 

traceln("Robot: "+Num+" All Done. Moving home"); 

 

varX = 395; 

varY = 275; 

moveTo( varX, varY ); 

   

Exclude From Build false    
Default Transition false    
Condition (get_Main().customerOrder.get( 

get_Main().GetNumberFromPar(OrderNum,get_Main().customerOr

der)).TakenNumber<1) == true 

   

    

Transition: KillRobot   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action traceln("I am Robot "+Num+" is killed NOW! " +time()); 

get_Main().RobotReport.println(Math.ceil(time()*100)/100+"; Robot 

"+Num+"; Killed"); 

get_Main().RobotReport.close(); 

get_Main().remove_robot( this ); 

   

Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type arrival    
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Transition: transition1   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action traceln("Robot: "+Num+" Taking New Order"); 

counter = 1; 
   

Exclude From Build false    
Default Transition true    

       

Transition: transition7   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    
Guard 1<0==true    
Trigger Type condition    
Condition get_Main().PartCount%2500==0==true    

       

Transition: transition10   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action traceln("Robot: "+Num+" Taking New Order"); 

//counter = ProductCounter; 
   

Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type arrival    

       

Transition: AssemblyOperation   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Filter Type equalsTo    
Action counter++; 

AssemblyMatrix.add(ChooseStationsPartNum); 

get_Main().RobotLog.println(Math.ceil(time()*100)/100+"; Robot 

"+Num+"; StNum "+StNum+"; "+ChooseStationsPartNum); 

get_Main().RobotLog.close(); 

 

   

           
       
Name Value    

  

 
   

Equals "OpenMe"    
Exclude From Build false    
Trigger Type message    
Message Type String    

       

State: NewOrder   

       
Name Value    
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General    
Exit Action //choose the assembly matrix    
Fill Color skyBlue    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action AssemblyMatrix.clear(); 

int y = 

get_Main().GetNumberFromPar(OrderNum,get_Main().customerOr

der); 

get_Main().customerOrder.get(y).TakenNumber--; 

OrderTime=time(); 

   

       

State: Pallet   

       
Name Value    
General    
Fill Color greenYellow    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action RobotX=getX(); RobotY=getY(); 

if (RobotProduct == "AS1") {ProductChoose=Product1; 

AssemblyMatrix.add("Op1-1");} 

if (RobotProduct == "AS2") {ProductChoose=Product2; 

AssemblyMatrix.add("Op2-1");} 

if (RobotProduct == "AS3") ProductChoose=Product3; 

ProductChoose.readFile(); 

ProductCounter=ProductChoose.getLastRowNum(1); 

traceln("Productcounter for "+ProductChoose+" is "+ 

ProductCounter); 

/*if (RobotPriority == "normal") ProductCounter=6; 

if (RobotPriority == "high") ProductCounter=5; 

if (RobotPriority == "low") ProductCounter=6; 

//ProductChoose.getLastCellNum(1,1) 

//get pallet get priority*/ 

   

       

State: Deside   

       
Name Value    
General    
Exit Action if (Options.isEmpty()==false) 

StNum=get_Main().GetStation(ChooseStationsPartNum,RobotPrior

ity,Num); 

CurrentStTimeToFinish=StTimeToFinish; 

   

Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action ChooseStations(); 

//StNum=get_Main().GetStation(ProductChoose.getCellStringValue

(1,counter,1),RobotPriority,Num); 

 

   

  

    
  

State: Moving   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
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Entry Action traceln ("St Num = " + StNum); 

varX = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myX; 

varY = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myY; 

traceln (RobotX + " ; " + RobotY+ " ; " + counter + " "); 

moveTo( varX, varY, get_Main().polyline ); 

   

       

State: WaitingAtTheStation   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    

       

State: Out1   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action ChooseStations(); 

int 

y=get_Main().GetStation(ChooseStationsPartNum,RobotPriority,Nu

m); 

   

       

State: Changed   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action get_Main().stations.get(StNum).Remove(RobotPriority, Num);    

       

State: Out   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    

       

State: FinishedOrder   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action //I'm at the station. 

//wait in the queue 

//wait for the TimetoFinish 

traceln ("Robot: "+Num+" Task with " + RobotPriority + " Priority is  

   

           
       
Name Value    
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 finised!"); 

traceln("Robot: "+Num+" moving to packaging"); 

varX = 300; 

varY = 405; 

moveTo( varX, varY );  

 

   

       

State: Packaging   

       
Name Value    
General    
Exit Action int y = 

get_Main().GetNumberFromPar(OrderNum,get_Main().customerOr

der); 

get_Main().customerOrder.get(y).NumberMinus(); 

traceln ("Robot: Task with " + RobotPriority + " Priority is finished!"); 

OrderTime=time()-OrderTime; 

OrderTime=Math.ceil(OrderTime*100)/100;  

get_Main().RobotReport.println(Math.ceil(time()*100)/100+"; Robot 

"+Num+"; Product "+RobotProduct+"; Priority "+RobotPriority+"; 

Finished in "+ OrderTime); 

get_Main().RobotReport.close(); 

  

//message that piece bla bla in order bla bla is completed 

if (RobotPriority == "normal") get_Main().PrCountNormal++; 

if (RobotPriority == "high") get_Main().PrCountHigh++; 

if (RobotPriority == "low") get_Main().PrCountLow++; 

   

Fill Color plum    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action //I'm at the station. 

//wait in the queue 

//wait for the TimetoFinish 

 

 

   

       

State: AtPoolOfRobots   

       
Name Value    
General    
Fill Color plum    
Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action //I'm at the station. 

//void remove_people( Person personToRemove ) 

 

   

       

State: Repair   

       
Name Value    
General    
Exit Action get_Main().stations.get(StNum).RobotNum=Num; 

get_Main().stations.get(StNum).RobotProd=RobotProduct; 

get_Main().stations.get(StNum).Inject(RobotPriority); 

time=time(); 

   

Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Entry Action StNum=25; 

traceln ("St Num = " + StNum); 

varX = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myX; 

varY = get_Main().stations.get(StNum).myY; 

traceln (RobotX + " ; " + RobotY+ " ; " + counter + " "); 
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Name Value    

 moveTo( varX, varY, get_Main().polyline );    
       

Branch: branch1   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Exclude From Build false    

       

Branch: branch2   

       
Name Value    
General    
Show name false    
Action /*for (int i=0;i<=get_Main().customerOrder.size();i++) 

{ 

 if (get_Main().customerOrder.get(i).TakenNumber>=1)  

 { 

  RobotPriority = 

get_Main().customerOrder.get(i).OrderPriority;  

  OrderNum = 

get_Main().customerOrder.get(i).Num; 

  traceln ("I am robot " + Num + " changed to the 

order " + OrderNum); 

  break; 

 } 

}*/ 

/*for (int 

i=0;i<=get_CustomerOrder().get_Main().customerOrder.size();i++) 

{if 

(get_CustomerOrder().get_Main().customerOrder.get(i).TakenNum

ber>=1) RobotPriority 

=get_CustomerOrder().get_Main().customerOrder.get(i).Priority;  

}*/ 

   

Exclude From Build false    
       

Statistics: statistics   

       
Name Value    
General    
Exclude From Build false    
Discrete true    
Show At Runtime true    
Data update    
Analysis Auto Update true    
Recurrence 1    

       

Excel File: Product1   

       
Name Value    
General    
File name C:/Users/ILYA/Google Drive/DISS_2014_Final/Anylogic/Anylogic 

Models/BAS22_1_try/AssemblyMatrixP1_Preconditions.xlsx 
   

Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Save on model termination true    
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Load on model startup true    
Save In Snapshot false    

       

Excel File: Product2   

       
Name Value    
General    
File name C:/Users/ILYA/Google Drive/DISS_2014_Final/Anylogic/Anylogic 

Models/BAS22_1_try/AssemblyMatrixP2_Preconditions.xlsx 
   

Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Save on model termination true    
Load on model startup true    
Save In Snapshot false    

       

Excel File: Product3   

       
Name Value    
General    
File name C:/Users/ILYA/Google Drive/DISS_2014_Final/Anylogic/Anylogic 

Models/BAS22_1_try/AssemblyMatrixP3.xlsx 
   

Show name true    
Exclude From Build false    
Show At Runtime true    
Advanced    
Save on model termination true    
Load on model startup true    
Save In Snapshot false    
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